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A so,:ware mael was buJ1~ to lnv@~tllJ1te.ttrt·feaslb1l1tY.of",
rl!<luC:"1n9 the dinenslll11.11 fty of the represenut"10f1 a1' spHth for speech
. . ,-
recognition. The lIQdel "la's based on. i-od,l of Ib\an audition deytlo'ped •
~y Sea~rl~ in hardwan, the chiract;rl~ttcs~f. which closely ~tCh'
. ph.ys101091ca1 char:.deristlcs Obt!llilrd experlmenUl~Y: f~ the ~n'
•ud1to~ 5YSt·ln. The ~del consisted of 16. one·thlrd octave bandpass
filters (oliowtd by enYe.lop~ detectors. th, ou~pu~s 9' ...mich were then
SUbjl!ct~ to the l1nHr d1scre~~ COsll)l!: tralisfonn ln~n a.~tE!ll!Pt to
reduce the 'data to.". $IllI'l1. nullber, of perceptua Hy important, c1fmenslons;
Several S.I~nal· pro:e;S1~9 techniques were lnve~~.(g~te'<s to, reconstruc.t ,'~
the f1t,ter.e<!. detected and transfon:ed sp,ech to perinit' ~f(~i 1Vf
lntel1l91b~~I~Y ~e~1ng .. ttat of the work' Clone .Wis qu.a\~ti~v~ ~~~ th:'
lIetnodol~.conc~trltedon testing ~h: ~d'l rather .thl.1I t.~ ~ry. A
!ut sentHlce p.roductd by a aIlle a~ !emah speah!"was tra~sfdrr:ed
I'
I-
,'\using the mod,1 and tile transformed 'speech .*s r,fCons.l-Micted. Informal
. . • I
. testtng wtth I few upertenctd.l tsten'r5 (suggests that It .1ght be J
passtbh to r!C~g!'.~!.l!!~th~~ few as ihret.JI!ILoLthLSj~t'm.._· __'__.;~
channe!s.• Thh study con~trti the'value ol ru.l hlng 'the .:xIe15 fn .-' . ~ •. , t·
software. Although.the ~del'ls n~t. real tl.e tt was fi~ flster to ." • I
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" '.:) .' .
, DeveloJllllents in d'gi~al speer;h processing techniques as well a.s
" ",a,t "';d,,,, "'" .~d' ,t' ,,,,'b!, '0 ~.,i""" """,c''''''''''
Syst~s. Tile main,~oa.l is. the'transmlssionor storage or real'ti",!e
prOcessi"n9 of speech -ad~qllate for' sat)sfying spectfied perceptual I!=r'1teria,
. . .
Speech ~ecognition i,wolves the detennlnati~n of spOken word~ or phrases
. \ ~. or sentence.s, Thl!. impletnentatlon of these systems has. b~erJ concerned
. "
wi,th syntactic and 'semantic a~alysis of utt~ranc~s, closely alli'ell ,
. w~th rtngllistic' theories of speech. . , f
Ma:ny theoties for 'Iutomatlc recognition ~ spet'l:1l are based on the
. . \
studies of speecll production by the h.uman vocal tract. In voice. recognition,", ,'.
t'irne:-honored rnathelllhical abstraCt1o~ and equations to. b;eak speech into '
fundamental processing components" are used. But the ",ccuracy of. c~mputer
based perception.still falls short of that attain~ed by ~u~n 'ears:, lIence .
some researchers have coine to belfev~ that a-sounderapproach IS,to~'ate
'the t·~me domain processing of the human lud.ltory system (~he roost su~cessful
'speech r~Ogniz~r. presently i.n ellistence). Studies over the past few years
have begun to show tha~neUra) t~poral'patterns from. the cochfea's'ffring
">.::: i'
nerves conta-in much ITIllr~ perCepl\lal informatiop than had earlier been
\"
believed. QUit~ obviously slgnal processi~g. techniques', physi~logy,
psychology IIn~'linguistics must IIll be c~bined to achieve a successful
outcome in the an~a of ~peech rK~gn1tio,n. Tile research in t~is thesh
Is directed toward th~ soft~;e sl~1atlon of-a ,oodel based on hllman aUdttlorf';:}
and'more plrt1cuhrly at a reduct10n in the dimensionality of speech repres-ent-









model ,based on hurran aUdlt.~on th~·t ~ralle1s the(Searl~ hardware lIIJ~el
and ~(2) the aclrle~elllent of successful reconstruction of speech at' the
_,output of, ~h.e..~del in order t~at an
j
tnvE!stlgatlon of a reduction in.
the dimensionality of speech fragment, represe.ntlltfons may be carried
out. . •
• 51,,, th' ;Oct itt..",;" h'",,' ""ltf;', 'C"'ptee 1 d""fb" th,
p~5iOl0gy and .p~ychophYSfCS of. the "human auditory system. The'lingulstlc
'cat,gbrlzatfon of speech and the human s,peech p~Oduct'on system are also
,e~p'afned. The varfOUnl1Odels developed 1n 'the area ,of speech, reCOgnf~fon.i
based on human audition are also outlined.·
The Searle hard....are ~del, forms the basic background ro.r the work
a'nd hence the design consfderatlons.'-fmplementatlon and the work done
. u~'ing the IlDd~l are explained, in ChaPte~2. The various data re~uctiO!'
techniqu'es are also out1ined.
'1 .. '1' oe'ec to gf" < ""th..."", '''kg",,,', th' fmp''''''''''''.'' th,.
filter' detector is' expll.lined mathemllt1cally using short.-time fourier'
Transfbnns in Chapter 3.
nie.1mplenent~t1on of the model, the slgnal ana1 ys.i,s teChniques
, used and t~e approaches to the signal reconstruction a~J explained br1efly
in Chapter 4.




This chapter includes • b~ief descrfptlon of Hie phislology of th~,
t!.rand the' various experlnental paradf~"pertalning to design conslder-
.•·tlons wh~Ch a1st"be taken into account in the mode~llng of the huE"
.r au~1tory sy~tem, 'The chapter also rt~vil!WS hlMlan speech ProductiO'.l'
SYS~tII. as ~n as the perception of speei:h based on Its Ungulstit
. aspects and co'ncludes by' o~i""lrig a few LllOdels o~~ tUNn a!ldltlon,












The.prlmary ac.olJ.stlc tra,nsducer of IlIiIn is shown lnFlg. 1,1, ,The
'acousto-mechanic:aj c:ollponents of the .organ are lti1vlded into three a'~atomlcal
, ' ,
,units. the outer. 'ttw:: 1l1ddle,and the. inner ear.
',. ,
1.1.1.~
The Iliddle' ear \5 the reglon.bou~ded by 'the ty;.Phinlc II
~ I ,'/ " ,
the ear drum ~nd th~ oval wlndow,
, The oute;: ear consists of I cartllagious structure on ·t.he:side'
~ofthe hea~, 'the,pl,nna nd 'the ear ~an_al or" e~tem.al'llI!atus"·. Plnna ,-,
facilitates, local,lzation of sound sources (Batteau,1967) while the
~ lIIl!atus; a ~nifo;' pipe open'.'t ,on~'e~ and clo.sed"'at the other end,
























Ft9~\.1 Sch_.t1c dbg·....,;. ,Of 'the ; .... Showing the ollter, .1~le .•nd inner regt.ons. (from .Flan.gan, 1912).
;,
I,
. osslcles, the malleus. the Jncus,and the stapes. and the s'uppor.tilllj
musculature...Pres~til"e flu~t~atlon5 propagated through the lIIeatus set
the membrane,in,/OOtlon. TM function of the oss1cTes is IQne 0,' 1mpeda~ce
tr~nsformation/ from the a'ir .medluin of the outer ear to. the liQuid meq1um of
.the inner ur, th~ cOC.hlea. The Important characterht-fc 6~ tile rn1ddl.e e~r
:: 1s its transmfsslori.as a function or frequency, that Is. tlfe.volu~
dhpiacement.Of the"stapes fo'ot:Plate produced by a ·given sound pressure
at ~Ile~r drum.
(Bekesy 19601 Tonndorf 1970)
1.Z PHYSIOI. GICAL AHD PSY~HOPH;SICAL MEASUREMENTS
Tie con.cept of basilar membran.e perf.ormin9 a frequency' analysis. on ' .
incom119 sound .was fil"st cGnslder~d. by Helm~lt1: (1885). cu~r~t knowledge
of the membrane Is due.alllOst exclusively tot~e efforts O'f 8ekesy (1960)






·These frequency respo~se eurv~s were quite ~·roild. the 3 dbresults;
.,
. ,'1.1.3. The Inner Ear
Th. '"''' .~, " ,ompo," ;nh. '''h1:', tho ",<1,,'" .p~m'"
and the alldftory nerye termination. The cochlea 1s res'Por]S1ble for ~thef trallSd~ctfon ~f the.lIll!chanfcal ~~1an'at'the stapes to neura'l pul,ses In
the auditory nerve,· The cochl~ar chamber is ,filled and it is-divided along
its ...ho'tt! length by a partition _~self 15 a-channel. the. basilar
membr.ane· (Fig, l.Z) ... Th~.IOOV~f the basl1~r.\mel1l~rane ca~s'es tile hair
'cells in' the or.gan of corti 'to move and' this motion stimulates the hair










.~ of _1.l. __..J.~. ~_ ._._......1-.i_.~__---L
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rf~ -; -J !Re$.ooance ~I.lrves for "Six positions along the basilar ~rane













Fig. 1,4 The resonance curves tor t'110 posftions alonil ~he




(Jo,h.nston~ and ~01l! 1961. ~hCId! 1971) sug'gests conSider~y sl'larpe~
tun~~9 ~haracterlstfd. Flg. ·1.4 l.l1ustrates the .,sure-ent Ede bY'
'Rhode which indicate a 3 db bandwidth_of less than,onl! hal~·6ctaYe·. Kiang
.et a1., (1974) IIlHsured_lhe' frequency response of single aU~itory nervI!.
fiber of cat~ to a(ou~tic stilllUl1; the tuning curves thu'$ obt~1ned (FI9',:1.5)
~r!-alSO'narrower thin t~5.e or'bekesy. /
. /
'The psychoacoustic tuning -curves of human '005 found by Zwicker (1974)
1n F1~. '1.6 are almost identical 'to the one' of Kh~9 'et al., of"Flg. 1.5.
B~Sfdes th1s,the.·PSychO~hy5'icalauditory masking experfmen't5. U5~ by. ...
:atterson (1976) indicate ~hat the auditory filter S.hdP~S have a,narrow ,''': .
bandwidth of 0.13' of th! c!fller freqU!~c~.
In .suJIIlIiry the .dffferen.t uperfmental. Paradigms given above sugges't
that the ~erlpheril auditary systm - the ear drum, the)lasl1ar '~brane
and the hair cells - splits the incoming soun~ wave Into thouSitnds of •
\eparate channel;, each with a frequency ~solutlbn of 'roughl~ one
I . ~j,ird of a~ ocuv~
~ .2.,1. Latency, or ResP?"se Delar .
-:.Apart fn::.-tM: concept· of t.~ .basilar ~rane per(~"'fng a f~equ~!
analysis, studies on tM: III!lllbnne indicate a response delay or latency in
·th! IIleIIIbrane Jl!=I'\:1on'that decrea~es with~increuin9 frequency (Bekesy, 1960).
Fhnagan (19/2) illustrated thl,s response delay usin9 a dl9.ital .computer '.~.
sllll.lliltion of the h'lpulse responses for 40,poin'ts along the basilar








Fig. 1.5 Tuning cur\'l!s fn thE! audito"y,nerve Of cats.
(fr.Qm Ki~ng. 1973 elited tn Zwicker, 19~4).
"






Fig. 1.7 'Oigital ComPllte.r Slmul~'t1on of the p~l se resp'on~e.







that the jn-t~rval\etween pulse !l!'lset"and first :indlc;atio~-oi'the -
memb~~~~ mopon incre~ses, wHh de:fease ..·in' freq~ency: _ Kiang et ar." •~
N.965). recorded, t~~. response. delay of n~r~e .disch~r~es'and thei.r results.
indicate<l the presence of an inverse relationsll1p between frequency and·'
"" ' •.'- 'll :.
~esponse delay.;' 'ne auditory, system'Y.1TimH~d·temporal' r.esolution .cannot
PSYehUPhYS~Cal in~a~urellle'nts" made by. V-i~is,ter' 1'979) ;ndica e that the
: ten;p-o~al r;~O.lutio~ of~ ~he aUd;tory Syst~' '1,s a '
. . . ".
, ~.
1.3 ~S!CHOAC?USTICS."C,RITICAL~BANOWIOTll
:.•~' . The concept :~f,'crittcal band relates to ma~y~re~s'~f psychoacoustic
measurements (SCIla;f, 1.970-)','- The c:itica-l bandwfdth is. t~t .b~ndwii:lth ~t'
_.... whiCh.SUbj~t!ve·res:Pi.nses, rathe~ abruptly change and' i~ ,refers to '" . , ',I .
. . " .' .. ' I. '.
fi1.tering. pro'ces's assumed to take, pla;ce:-'ithin the aud.itory 'Syst~m., '
,- /" Cr'i:lcal band th~~y treats. the sound' energy'within 'the band djfferentlj
from ~oun~ energ<outslde the band, analogous to a ~and pas.s filter "
having a bandwidth equal to th.e cr',tical bandwidth, '.This,aoal,ogy ttas
been use<l to an;lyS:'! 'the" resu\~s of .ellperimei.ts hivolving t'he measurem.ent.
of Plt~~'- 'kl.udnes~. i~tell1g.1bil'ityof speech, etc, ,Fig. 1.8 SUJilnarl,z,i'!,s '
most of these resulti a!1d soows how the c·r.itical bandwith changes 4S a
: fu~ctlo~ of ·Its center frequency .. The 'bandwidth of. a 1/3. ~c~ave
filter shown as dash~d line il] the fig!Jr~ matc/:les t~ese resul.t's. closel,Y
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. reSOll~nCe stirt is less sharp: but In the crit1ca.l·regicn wfthln
15 dbaf mulm1m I"l!sponse. the agrt~ent Is reasonable.
1. 4 ~UMAN SPEECH PRODUCTION AND P~RCEPTlllll
Speech can be produced as well as heard by a l~stener and 'consequently
th~ a~ditory p~ceS1tl\9 of s~ech bea~s. II close ,it-ticn to the~egnithe and
motor actiYity' invohell in the.generation of s·peech. It Is dppTllpriate L.
therefore to look into some of the.acoustic properties and linguistic
categories of speech._ .
1.4.1. Speech Production
Speech represents.iLsub-clas5 of aUd~ble acousHc signals -~those
that can be produced by the human ~ccal ,mechanism. Speech production, .
t,.nvo·iVe5 an Interaction between three groups of stnlctures in' ~.* human
anatollly"· the lungs. the lar,ymt (willen contains the vocal ttlordsl and"
. the resonant 'tavity fo':"ed by th~ votal tratt, Fig,,', 10 shows the yhelllatic
d1agrilJl·of the 'human speech 'p.roductton ",ethil~ism,
Speech, Is radiated from thi s system when' a;r is expelled fron'the lungs
and t~ resulting flow of ai'r ts perturbed by the vocal triCt. • These:
speech soun.ds can' De class 1fied into, three classes accOrfding to...tbe1 r
IIIOde of eKcHation.
Votced sounds .rfe\produ~ed by forcing air through the opening ~etween
the 'vocal c~o,ds· (9l~tt1s)'''W\~h the·tens1on:of the vocal",~hords'a~Jus~ed,












. .:. . . ..------.
unvotc~dS(fr.tciltiVI!S~:llr~ gener~ted by f~~Clng. air thn:U9h /
tile constriction· in the ~ocal tract ther"eby causing turbulence. Thts .
cre,ates .il' b;oa~ spect~UJ1'df. noise source -to ~xclte the vocal trllft·..·
Plos1ve sounds reslIl.t' from the "transient eKcttatfon 'of the roea\.
tract caused by an abrupt r.eleue of. ~ress~re built. up tt sore closure
Most languages 'can be descr1be<;l in t~nn5 of.1l ~et of di.st1nctive
sounds or phq,nelles. Eae"1I phoneme is ciass1f1ed as either a continuant
or non-continuant 'sound. Continuant sounds are produced by fixed vocal
t,r.act configurations exclted by the appropriate SOllr!=f. The c1as~ of
cont1n.uants}nCl'udes th.~ vowelS: the ·.fr1cative~ (V~1~and unvoicedil
and the nasals. The reIMin1ng sounds (diphthongs, 5e!1I1Joweh. ~to~s
and affricates) are produced"by a changing vocal tra'ct configuration.
and are classed as rtori~continuants.·.r !
. I .
1.4.2, AlinQulstic Description of ,Speech~F1eech signals are compOsed of· a seq~ce of sounds. lhese '\ sounds
and't'he trans.ltlon between thera serve as~ symbolic representati~n'?f .
infonnat1on and.c~n be described by segrlehts, which are characterized by
attributes or featur'e.s. The arrangement Of'~IleSe so~~ is governed"by
the'rules of' the language, .' I :
AboU~ 20 to 30 features a;e ne~essary to descrl1e the st9l:\ehts
t~at l?~cllr in rmst 'langu~ges end have been postulate~ by 1 inguists: to
'fall 1o'to sevenl' groups. For e~amp1e one ieat~re describes the basic
'dlc~otomy of VOwelbys. consonant; while,a s'~t ~f'features specify the
place of articujat~on .Of the' se!JIent. "tother set of features ~r~ , ,





, necessa:y' to d~~cribe the mariner of ,l1rHcuhtlon and type P~ llcousf~c
source of vocal tract exci.tatlon. Finally certain prosodic features
are used to indicate $t~i~~. length and tonal'attribut~s ,~f vowels.
; ,4,"3. Fe"ture'D'eteccors in the AUdlto~y sys;l
"The mos~ stra1ght·fo4-ward-vlew O!.5peeCh p~rtePtion would hold,that
speech is comPosed of a series of acoustic f~~ures which cor,respond to a
-particular phOneme frori the~te';ers' 1~rJguage. P'honemes would then be
directly e)(tract~d 1n a sp.eec~ave and, com~tned by an u,!;no~ mechanism
,Into words ~n.d phrases which .comprise'speech.
EtmilS and Cor~1t (1973) demonstrated the existence of. feature
detectors in the audItory syst~ and proposed that .feature extraction
is acc?'llllishe~ by ;ets 'of ,det~ctors that are speclfiCa'lY tun~d to_t_~~,
relevant 1nformation underlying feature distinctions and that yield as
their. output specific distlnct phonetic feature values. Cole and Scott
(1974) emphasized the iflJX)rtance of trans1tlonal', irl,Variant and' envelolle\
cues p,:"esent in the acous~1C wavefo~ ron,,1tored to per~eive ~peecl'l, -)
'~111er (1975) ,conducted experiments tC'provtde-behavioral ~vi.dence for the
existence of detector mechanisms that e~trac~ 1nf0rw:'dt1on t;1!levant for the
aisignment of p~netlc feature values and supported'c~r~ain'$pec1flc
assumptions contairing the operation of the 'detector systems.
These and other authors have concluded that their results suggest
the p.re$ence of feature detectors in the a~ditory system:",ch. of 'which,'is




1.4•• : Speech PereeDt10n
. Auditory mecllan1S111S coupled with central processes are predisposed
to IIlilni pulate 'segments and featW"e~ of the type that occur in speech and.
th~ attributes of which .ar\! anchored to the perc,ptual processes involved
. in spe~ch. This has been rmphas1zed by linguists and 'psycholClg1S"tS.
The general objectives of ill theory of speech perception are to desqr1be
the- processwher$y' an acoust1t speech s1gnal Is dec~ded into l"ingulstic
unlts.
All ,acoustic units undergo some COlmlOn perip,ht!ral processing. As ill
,. /
conseguence of this, ~n acoustic signal Is· transformed Int.o SOlJle kind
of neural s'pace time· pattern and all the SUbsequent analysis and decision
with re9a~'lto tile signal are based on the! tranSfOrllil.tIO". of thl~ pattel"Tl.T~e patternS th~t result 'from the ~er1Pher~1 processing are related to ~he 'f'!l',I .,
. secpents nd features th~t constl~ute"'he lowest, l,!!vels o.f linguistic
description of the-utter~nce. The l1stene-.:- p~mmlabiy focuses on
certain aspects of these patterns and proc.esses them further in 'order
to achieve an' Organ·1zed.l1~9ui.5tlC ciescrlption.
,.
. '
1.5 VARlOOS fooK)llElS\BA,SED ON HltIA.N AUDITION
Because of the great diversity al."d variety of techniques used to'
':.ttempt recQgnitlon '3,f speech. only ~those.tl!ChniqU~S closely 'relate~ to~
~ the current work are descr1bed .
. Chr1stovich e.t al., (1974) outlined a funct.1onalll"Odel of·auditory
analysis based, on psychophysical .and neiJrophystcal facts: The ITOdel wa,s
implemented ~i.t.h res'on~r:t cirCUitSI for.a.uditory spec'tral analysis followed by
~
\17"
principal transfol'1ll~:tion'ofsignal i'n~en!iity,whlC~ 'included lIalf
,Wave rectification, nonlinear amplltu~e t'ransforrnattan and peripheral
ada.Ptl'd~n, Till! model was u~,ed to simU1a~e ~~rt~in rffeGts taking '~1ac.e '
in the auditory analyzer, ... ' , ,.j: "t,;>' . ,:"
Experilllenta.l data from the ,basilar ITje!rbrane motion and' auditory
nerve fiber actlvi4 for sinusoidal a,nd click.-stim~l1 along'witn the
study pf senso~y recep~rs/neurons have been used by Oolmalzan 'e't al"
(1977) to defl~,e a mode: "'~~CII simulated one. settjon jOf the basi lar
I(Iembra!le, The.~del.consfsted of 128 sections with center frequenc.ie's
decrnsing from 10 Io:Hz' to 25 Hz .. ' The model was used. to reproduce the
haY'lllOn1c and' ~~anslent be,.'aVio~r o~. periP~eral a~dltory system: 'A Russi~
word utterance was processed and the model was able to ~etect the maximum
energy reg'~ns of the input Si9n,G.l,79lving frequency aid intenslt}l'lnfqrmation :,""~
''''''''''. to tho ""t"m 'f';,~"h.· .' \.
In thelmdel descr1ti~d by Pols ,(971). tlie spec~ral analysis .dur{n~ ,
the pronunciation 'of a word WI.S carded out 'by a banlt ..of 17 1/3 octave~
. \bandpass f.ilters. Tile outputs ·o.f tile filters were, logarithmically amplifted'
and the maxi_ amplltud, of the'envelope IMS detel'1lined a~d.sa_mple.d ~_very,.
15 mse<:~ Ino!\his way the\word was clla:racterized by a sequet>te'of ·sample
peinl\. i~ a'"17 dimensio'nal spac~. By method of principal. compOnent
analysis the original 17 dimension.s were re~uced to~. After.a 1 tn~~r time
nonnal1U;ion" {he 3 d1mentiO. Il.~ trace ':las used .to identify the SPOken.utterance. ,""f.White and Neely {I976 'described' autOfMtic speech r·e<:ognition us1ng
. .










blln~ was passed th~.1I9h ~ rectifier f,ntegrator: Cfrcu~t.and d1 9f,tlzed.
The featur,es. e"'tril.~ted from'the model, were subJect.ed to data reduction
',stage' using chllra,ctl!r string encod~,fg and c.lissfff~d 'using linear
t1mescal iOl, The uniq'lown utterances were. recoso, fzed by temPla~e matc~
on"knol«l utt(ances.
Reepgnl fO~ of .~onnect~d ,speech was' caFried out by Mar:fan; and 1
lfenard (1"977) by const~::S~ing a rrodel ()f 1/3 octav"!! ftlt-er bank of 32
bandpaSS~_fiter-rove; t~e range 200 Hz t~ 700~ Hz, The speech speetrogr-am .
thus obtained was divided into various' segme-nh. The ilcoust"1cal p'aralleter
" ",iOtl" w,,;,o tho ",..~~, w",'"", ~" ,,0""" 00' "",o,tioo.·
Zwfcke.r a,nd .re~hardt. (l919) realized II speec~ recognol~fon'model
based on psy,:ho-acoustic 'principles,of the perieptfon of loudne!l's,·pftch,
:;"~l:'gtiness .and subjective duration, ',';'lie model consisted of 24 bllndpas~~.
filters followed '~y 'rectification. by a lowpass f.llter with a time cOl\Stan.t
of·l.J.Il!sec and log ampliffcation. From the .output,of the model the
necess~~y spectra·l. loudness.and roughness paralleters were extracted.
The recogn~tlon process' was cnaracterfzed by discrimination .between sp~ech'
and· silent periods.~detectfonof syllable pejlk.s and assumption of
,.......-S'~boundaries..The model was used for recognition of Gennan'vocabulary. '
Lfnggard a~d 8lldck. (1001) describ~ a model of the bas,t.lar ~embrane
with a digital fl1ter bank of .128 second order band pass filters for ii
real tfme speech recognition system. The stlort tfme wl~ band spectPa





" ',' '2.~E'""DElll"GOF THE AUDlTORY""'PHERY
In this ~haPter' the process ~n-·{that is, the dQmain representation . '
that supports Searle's node"),' the ·hardware~~SJderatlons. ill\pfement~tion
and tile "WOrk done. ~sfng the. model are des'cribed briefl)',---ua,"s inGludes
the tlleory behind data r.eduction and the various data reduction technfqu
··used1nspeechanalYS1Sinc1~d1ngpr.incIPillCo~tAnalys:'isandthI!'
Discrete Cosine TransforPI.
2.1 THE PROCESS tx»IAlN •
I't can be argued 'that ,the roodellfng of'the human auditory system ._
""I", j~ "~~,, th~ "'It ,.;,., " ,n"~,, th. i",~'" ~""h 'I,,,, .
in a man~ ~r s"f~llar to cite hu;nan perofpheral system arid the s~ond to-
eJl:tr.act the necesSBry relevant reat~res for, recognft;cm. morder to
process the signa~ the relevant spectr~' and tem~ral ,aracteristics of
the ,s~.;ch signlll s/lould be detect~d by the model.
The'voc:al mecllani'slII is a quas1.stlltlonllry source of sound, Its 'exc:1tat'ion
,and nonnal'!iYJdes change with time. P.ny spectral measure llppl1cable to the
speech 5i.gnal should therefore reflect temporal features of perceptual
sig'nlflcance as well a~tl'al featu~s. The sta~dard FOllrl~r
repr1sentatlons,that are appropriate for periodl,c. transient or
"'" s~atjonllry random' signals are n~~ "appllcalile to the represent"at;on of
speech woos; properties change markedly as a function of time, Bued'
on this Flanagan (1972) d~veloped short, ·.tlme Fourier Transfonn as
a·mathematical apPT'Oac.h to speec:h proc:essing (Flanilgan 1972, 'Rablne~
and Schafer •. 1978).
,20
·cerrtl~~·(cer;mo .. l!15J"'C1te& in Rayment 1977) '''lS~ repOr~~i:;'that
, .
Fourier a~alysis does not provfsle the needed ten'l\Xlral tharacteristics of
. ,'...
the 'auditory stimuli and_~~gested a process <lorn<lin between·the tlJrll! and
•.:fre~~.ins_ sUi:~t all the releva~t signal features can',be •
det,eeted.· "']rf considerlllg the. process domain," a COl1promisf has, to .be
. .
reached between spe<:tral and temporal resolution ,as arbltrari)y.good
resolution of .both. cannot be simult;aneously ob'tained. In ~ carefUl,
review of the 1.fterature on physiological' a~d psychophysical exper1111e.nts
done on the:~Wi.tory .system•. Searle.wils able to define t~~ process
dOllloiljn fO.,: auditory pro"cessing as a three-di.-.enslonal spice oJ time.
'~r~ueI\,CY an~ .nlpl itud'e w1i~ ~. r;esolutiO~ of approximo:telY l/j ~o-"l/~
~·f.an.octav:'In th~ frequency dimension. and ~ m11~lsec In t,he .t\~ di~ns,ion
. ~t' 1 KHz (Searle .191S.as. reported by RaYnJnt·' 977).
of' ,
2i2 SEARLE'S HARDWAA! KlDELLING Of THE AlIJlTORY PERlp·HERY'
'. ' '1·' -.
The results of the di.ffe,rent bperimental ·pari~1glll~•.t~at we~e. ~
described in the prl!'lious chapter were faken 111to clons1dei'at1,~n in
const",ct.1n9 a front end acoustic analyzer.·~o modet t~_~. hUlJldn :ear. The
hardwar~ mode! was explained in detall by· OCc.kendorff (1978).
The acoustlc- analyz~ Is shown in Fig. 2.1. It· conshted'of III
b<an~?f 18, 1/3 octa~e filters spanning the freq.uency range .from 125·Hz
to 6.3 KHz. The filter bank rrodel1ed the frequency charact~r1s-tlcs .of.
the basilar membrane and the 1/3 octave bandNidth was c;hosE!"r\. for-its
s.iIT\11arlty to th'e critical bandwidth (Fig. 1.8) and to the skirt Tespo~se •












































B~tterworth designs with maX1,mllY flat ,frequency response. Even
though the ear has 30,GOO redundant: o~erlil:pl!ed filte.t ,chClnnels. for.
practical reasons. 'assuming that output of the adjacut channelS:
2.3 WORKOONE USING SEARLE'S ~EL
As.dlscuss~d previously the-PIOdei ~'pprol(1mated the preproces's1ng
bf the auditory perlPhe~al system of the hUlniin ear. ne various spectral
I it has sJnce been d1scov'et'ed that these were \~cOrrectlY rep~rtel!.






and' temporal character"fst1cs o! speech were '~reserved ,b; ,the model.
In order to v;SuaHy co~pare the a~Pl itude.s 'or" diffe~e~~ iCha~nel:S
. a t a gi yen time. and to 'view t~e tempora I an~ spectra~ 4il ;p~ct of, SPe.e:h.·
.~he<output-data··Of.the·filter detector: system was plotted as a.successi.on
. ".'
of,sp.ectra, :that is log magni~u.jle vs lo?fr~q~ency with ,time as th~
~arameter. Fi'g. 2.2 shows such. a runn1ng.spect".ru~ plot of the s.top
consonantS (~e.arl,e et,al .• 1979)...
T.lle, previous chapter Qutl.lned ~deflY the PSY~h~p~Sica,.~xper~me.n~_s
~ha.~· c~,nfirmed. the presence of feature dotectj)r,.s in the aUdit~ry ,sys\;.em '
'sensitive to.partl<;~lar a'~pect~ of'the aUditorY·,Stlll)ul1. Further,'
psychopnys\cai elCperiments have also been use'd to ~ete~ine the'tha:racterist1c~
of -t~ese ac,~usti9 f~atur~s 91' the speet'h' slgna,l~" Var104s tape splicin.9
experiments CO~ducted b~,Coloe ,<lnd Scott ,n974) ,<lnd'Schat~ (l954) prOVide"
,information about the recognitjQJ1 o!"d\fferent c,ues ~re-sen~ ~n the sp~ech,,~
~aveform_ In the 'work do~e ~y S~'arle et ~l. (.1979), llecognitil;m.was baS~d
.00' these features which were' abstracted fr<llll th~ filter ~etector output.
~iz".othe~voiceonset time. ~'~catlon and '~~ape of the speCtral peaks dur,fng
,bursts and during transiti.on regions. av.er~ge, fonnant ~track s'16~es ot!tCo
Measurement of these features ,WIIS explained by Searle et a1. (1979). T~e
° ,'" - ""
recoilnition proc~ss was 'carried out by using D1scrim1nant'Ana~ysis (based ,II(
~n stat1stfcal d~C,1s'i.on 'theory) to decide from t~e felltu~re d~tection, data --
what plloneme 'Was uttered .
• The a~ve procedure ,:",~S;fOll0~d for ~top cooso~ant'd';scrim1n~tion,
(Searle et a1., 1979) anod a discrillination accur¥oY of <lbout. 77,'1./01" st'op
consonants In the initial position W<lS~Chie~ed:-lI'1th,a ls_spe~ker-data'set.... ,"'















f~1clltfve consonants on II 19 speaker data .~~t ,ande'll dis.Cr1~.~,~~~on a.~C~l'ac.y·
.of 741 was achi,eved (Seal'le et. lil,", "1979>':, Ana'ys1~ :rl1)~:&:~.~)n. ~u~1torY
perspective was also'carried out using the mode'.\sIl~~1.~;1980). 'Sea,rle
(1982) stated th'at in tenns of, speech Chara!="t~r:;'s~'ft;,~the model 'should'
have nJFlbw bandwidth fllter~ below 400 Hz 'to obi'ai'n gOOd:f;'~Cl.Uency ..
res'olution and increasingly wider bandwidth filters above 400 HZ" 'to ob'tatri
.~OOd t~pOral resolution of th~ speech·i19nal. ..~Go~d:1~~·fre~Uency spectr~\
: resolution is ideal for measuring vowel formants and' good h1"gh frequency
I" .•......
temporal resolution.1s good for perceiving 'sharp transients as.in 'stop ':
consonant-bursts. The above mentioned work nbt 'only substantiated thll
.. ' /'. . I .
'validity of .,eAesign c~~sideratiOI]S taken irto, accoun·t. in ~he filter
detector model. of the auditory system but 10150 identified Wit.!" .the
propertles of,Kuman spee,ch.
2.4 DATA REDUCTION
Some of' the basic functions' that are accampl ished by the sensory
system.in·the an.alysi~ of spellch cail'be viewed as follows (Searle,1982).
The incoming speech s1gnal l.S' c~nve;ted to electrical'or ch~,ical ¥onn, ,
whic~mus~ be detected. ThE:- detected signal should then be systematically
concentrated .and some process should take place W~,iCh would extract only
the'. relevant informat.lon and.dis,.card the irrelevant. Finally froo
the relevant _infonnatio~. th~re IOOst occur some 'decision process to pick
out the'\alient 'f,eatures necessary for speech 'recognition, '
FrDllI the- discussion of the Searle's II'()del and ·from the Work done
. \ . _. .. -,





, '~P"" ,,;,,,,,,,,,,,.; of $pm" '1M' m'"",,,, f" """,,,,,'--' .
Lt Is perhapS' leu ci~ar.tha~ ttle input ,speech s1gnl~ is .,re or less the
sane as the ~1gnal sUftle:d at t~hli outPU,l of the lIIOdel. In that case sollie
tnnsforwtion has to take pbc! at tlK' output of the ..del Which Shoul.d
, ,
reo~9anize t.he .dna -59 tIMt the irrelevant y;forma)10n un be disc",-"ded.
Yllm.z (1967, 1968) developed a. t~ry of speech percep~1on
baspn~eVO~i1onary adaptive ~stulates and Ipplte<l~t to ~1.sperH
speech "'and ta vowel perception. '"The theory sU9ge~ted that the general laws"
of percfptlon apply t~ the ear as well as to the eye and that th~re wa~ :
I structural 0011I01091 of v1su~l' percition and vo~el pe.~ce~tiO.~·.
Yllmaz" ttleory' suggested ~ three dimensional vo\<II!1 space with
ioudness, hue and saturatJon and three'prima,,}' VO~~1s from which all
J~wels "should 'be s~n~heslled. In hi; .e.~~lmental set up to s~pport ~is .
", •. theo-ry, a two-dillll:!Oslonal vowel circle was dl~p1aled b)'.d~f1'ecting the X.
and Y ax.is of 'an o~cnloscope wlt~ s'fne a[ld cosine. weighted av~rages'~f th~
I '"
lo~ spectral magnitude.
"N Sin~X t S{n) (')
'"' /
, N' •.•. 2'1lfl' (2): 1: SIn) Cos -,r
.'''''
S(nl"i.s the log sp~t~al Mg~1tude frOllth"e nith fHter and N 15 ~he total.
nUliber of filters in the fl1tJ!r bank. It 15' evident. tllat by representing
- , ., . ""
speech this way, vtlmaz sta~ed t}lat vowels and vowtl-llke sounds can be
represented by fewer parameters than wer~ used' to re.pres~he Or~ginal
27
spectrum and thl.lt f~r.speech recognition, it was enough',to pay~
attention to fe.'!t weighted aver.ages calcula~ed fl'l equat~l' (ll.and
(2f. Considerable experimental work was done to evaluate, various
.. .
algorithms /or vowels and consonants and for inter-speaker var1iltion~;
Sear~e (1982) analyzed speech spectra ,derived ~rom 'h1~ mo~el usiQ9 the
VHmaz vowel-circle method. •
I Richard;J(l979) resorted to ,the theory 6f gen!!ralized ccflourlmetry
"-to stu.~y various aspects of .visual ,\ercep~ion. He suggested that all
sensory processes inCluding auditory ones should resemble colour .perceptiol)
and that they ~h.ould be r?presented. in tenns of a limited number at;.
~rimary perceptual. channels. The work of Richards, suppOrted the Yilmaz'
~heoryo'f spee,ch ~er~ep~10n.
from the above 'dlscuss'10~ if can .be seen that, the IlOrle of Yl1maz and
Richards·suggests·that a Slllaller number of ,pe;ceptual channels can be us~d
. _. to'r~preserit speech than .1S, general,ly suppos"ed.
2.~ DATA REDUCTION TECHN.IQUES •
Efficient and accurate -reduction of ~peech' is !"eede4.when processing
. . .
time and'memory space 'are at a prem1um: ,sOme data r'eduttlon techniques-
a.re outl1ned below.
L
2.5.1 D~ns;~)nal:.Ana·lYShof SpeeCh Spectra:
In ~eneral. any spectral analysis 'of speech can be considered in tenns
of a mult~i:dlmenslonal ~oncept •• The sp~ctral data from the filter banI:: can
be thought of as Points in a mUltl-dilflens1onal space. The measurellent of





bank and. the sequence' of time samples can be'consldered'as a o;tJving po.int
in space. Ty outputs of a~d.jaCe~t f1lt~rs an~ t~e adjacent -time samples
are high1y corr~1ated; hen<;e it lseKpected that ~1' possible speech da...ta
. points wi)l De .loc.ate~ within a restricted. port.i?nof the.~pace. There
~re various poss1bi.e t:chniques."to diminish the number ,of dimensions 1n
order to reduce the a~unt of ,dat:a. The important reqilfrem~nt' is. thllt as
much of the original. information bearing"or llqu1stic .content of the
signal as ?O~Slbl'e shou.,ld ~e\rl!Served. ,Pol~_ et. a1'.'; (1972.) d~5cribed
a ·fi!w poss,ible procedures for data re"ductfon. such.as ·a.na'y~ls of variance.
,. '/ ..• '. 'V
prlnc{pal c~one~t analysis, d{scrimina!!t an'alysis and IMxlmally.
~!.~crlm1nating '.Pla~e analys~s. _ The ty.~e:Di dat~ reduction technique one
shDul.d pre~er .depends on the fype of data, the computatio·nal. limitltlons
. a~d the final go~1s of the ~~sea'~ch ,proJec0 '. 'J' ,-..........
, ;. ..... .)
,2.5.2 Principal (omoonemt AnalYsis'.
The Prlncip~l Co~nent' 'method is a"statisti;al prlcedure for findi~g
an efficiel'lt ~eprltsentat1.onof 'a' set of correla:ted data. FNllll 'a geometric
point of view this procedure fan be seen as: transla~i~g an~ Nltating the
coordinate system used to measure ,the da.ta. The pNlCedllre can be considered
as deriving an optimal sl1t of orl:ho~onna,l 'basis vectors' for representing
the data." ~The' statistical prope~ties of the specira can be repr!sen~ed
as a convariance matrix [C) with e<ich element given bY.
for'f, J • I, 2•••.••
components, are a ,lirrear cOIIbinatfon of random va.lables that yield
"
Whe~e-t:: 1s ttle .no, of filters, xkl 15 the 1' th data sample of the
k'th'fnte~-: xi !s ~e avera~e.over K of t'he 1'th data'sample and n'
~s the number of data 'element~ 1" each fil.tet- data block. It is
known that t~e eigfll-vectors of a oinvarlance mcilr!x" ie.", its'princi'Pal~'
.
study the data reduction in sp.eech processing. Generally they adapted
. .. ~
djfferent 11guistic me.thqds to r~cogn1ze the data after data re~uct1on.
The theories proposed by Yl"maz and Richards were ellPe~imenta;lY
suppo'f-ted by the work of Pols (l97Z). Pols analyzed twelve Dutch vowels ."
"each proflo~nced by'5O male 5pe~~~rs. 'using , "mOde; of lB.1/j octave .
filter. bands' compara"ble' f'n bandwidth to the\ear's critical band: Stnce the
samples :from contiguous frequency. bands were not ~';dependent. a data red~ct1on ,~ /<.-:'
was possible. He applied Principal componeht analysis to the 18 point
.,
spectra obtained using the lTO<!el .. For' this ~nalys1s th,e variance alo.n9"·
\
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each dimension and convariance.s b~twlen dimensions was calcu~ated. The
new .dimensions obtained were a linear combination of the 0.r1g1nal
dlmen~fons. Detailed analysis verified that the maxfmum;mount of variance
,was .forced :Into the first component. th~ ma)(1mum of the remaining
variance fnto the second component and s~ on. l.he same approa~h h
used for analyzing the.. conversational sp,eth by Po1s (reported by Searle
1982).,T.hel~gnttudespectra'foram;nuteofspeeChWeregener~ted'
and prinCiPii' component analysis was perfonned. Fig. 2.3 shows the
.variance Pl~t of Pols spe~al data. It co'ulcl be seen that the" variance
is more or less un1fo~lj distributed throughOut the filter channels.
After subjecting the data to Principal Component Analysis. 1t was
obser:ved that 50% o.f·the variance was in the first comPonent. 291.1n
·the second.and the other 21% In decreasing" alOOunts in the remaining' .
16 components~' Thls indicated tl'lat the transronn was effective 1n forc1ng
.' the 1nfonnatt'~n into ~ few components'n the varf~nce plot 5uggested..
In- order to test if ~rcePtual1Y relevant 1nfonnatii\n was 'concentrated
. , .
in a likely manner or not, Pols constructed a speec~ synthesizer to
reconstruct the transfonned data wlth.the ,hfgher channels set to zero.I • .
The perceptual ~exPtrlments dld not lnd\c~te the concentratfon of the datil
as the yariance plot suggested but it fndfcate~ data reduction (as. reported
bySearle·19B2)., ,
Searle (1982) in analyzing' the simplified rep"esentation~,of speech
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Fig. 2.3 Plot of percent of variance in various components of the origlna,l
. filter-bank lind the new representilt10n arising from prfncf~l coriipo.nent














obtained as' the output of the filt!!r detectGr irode.1. fig, 2:5 ~hows .'
J ..thel. ,first three' basis vectors .!l~erated by the prin"elpal ~omponent'
ana1y~fs of the above sentence. Th~se b~,sis vectors resembled the
_alfcosineseries. The work of Pols (197t'as reported by Searle.
""982) an~ 'Zahorian' and:' Rothenberg 0.981) ~lso supported thl,s resemblance.
The spectral data 1n Fig. 2.4·wa5 subject&d to Principal Compc!nent
Analysis and 'the new represent~t..lon·is shawn in Fig. 2.6. The horizontal
all:'\s III the Pl.::'~~~S the::omponent number. It is eVid~nt f~om
the figure that t~e sp~tra.l data is packed into fewer lower channels .
.~One Pas'sible interpretation of the variance plot -fs t~e first tllree
. componerits-ipdit;ate the t.hree\Jun.Ctions' O'f 10udne.ss, hue an~.,~at.uratfon •
whfch is the outcome of Yililai t~eory of speech perception. .
- . -
2.5:3 ..The Dfscrete Cosine Transform
Orthogonal transforms of signals have ~en wi.dely used in \he
~rea of di9it.{1~sf9nal processin9 and they offer,an effectfv~ means
of data reduct.ton. The Dlscr~te Cosi.ne Transform tDCT) is.in the class
of.orthogonA.1 transfonns. F~r speech, s.i9na1s +t has been demonstrated that
the OCT i~ ~ear1Y optimal in terms of its performance (zleilnsk'1 and Noll',
1971). The pCT is a1'so found to 'be well suited for speech coding (Flan.agan
~bo1et.·1979). It·hasaninYerse.thelnver;>~DiscreteCosirie
. Transform" (IDCT) - whfch pennits tes~ing the output .of the irodel for
speec~ intell igfbflity f(ttle same thing can be accomp1 ished with the
















Fig . .2.5 The first thr.ee'basfs vectors generated by principal·



















T~e .DCT has a big advantage over pri"ncfpal .component analysis in
that"it" is a data fndependent case opposed to,data dependent trans form
.. :;~.:;::~::~~:~::,.':::::::~:::~':::':::::~:~;t::;:::: :::::'OP~
" ,1,,,ithm to <om,," th.OCT ,,',' tho '"t '"f:, ./"""".
Bertocc1 ~t a1. (1982) have developed a hardware· flPlem~ntatfon of
. the Oerfol' appl.jcat1~n ~o coding'of speech. Sear e (1982) in his work
~\Jbj1cted a' sente~ce ~f 'SPieth to tl'i~ OCT and show d, tha! the speech data
\ is ~Ck;d' in~D a fewe~chaIl11~lS. It' is noted rromjiS Wo1fk that the basis
i ,.v,te.to" o"p,.;.nci~l componen.t.anal.Y.~iS res.embl.e t.e basis\vectors of t.h'
OCT.." Fig. 2~7'shows the sentence fragment "The Wi! th dog' ~ubje~ted
~the~.. • .
. In the Searle:s "!Odel, the linguistic features extracted from the
output! of the rodel were used for recognition. In t~e present work. we
are interested in effecting a reconstruc,tiori ofspe~hat theljltput
of th~ Il'lJdel in order that an lnvestigat'ion of reduct~on in the dimensionality
of sileech may be car-ried o.ut. Since th'e roCT provides, an ~ffective
reconstruction f,:om the r~uced component .set of trans'formed data. 'the OCT














Fir. 2.7 NeW spectral representation of MThe watch dog"
~:~~~~ ..~;~r~I.S'crete Cosine Triinsfol'lll. {f!""'iD .
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, 3, A MATHEMATICAL APPROACH TO "THE FILTER DETECTOR BANK USING THE
. SHO~T-TIME FOURIER TRAtlSfORM
Thh chapt~r ~xpla.;ns the mathematical approach to the filter detector
bank implementation us.~ng the' short· time Fourier transform, as well as' the'
data reduction technique us'log discrete cosin~ transforni.
3.1. OISCRETE SHORT·T1ME FOURIE'l! TRANSfORM
. Standard Fourl!!r repr~sentations that are approprfa~e for periodic,
.transient, or stationary random signals are not"directlY applicable to 'the
r~presentation of..1peech signals whose prop,erties change markedl~ as a
"function of time . .In 6rder to study the temporal an-d spectr"al characteristics
~f speech... the short-time Fourier transfar:rn was developed. It is also
one way of des~rlb1ng mathematically the fil tering process that"occurs.
in the ea~ -
The short-time F~ur1er transfonn (dis'crete case) is defined "'as ~Rabiner
a~d Schafer, 1.978],
(1)
wher~ p (n-m) ista real window sequence which determines the port;on of the
.k 1 •
ln~ut signal that receiv,es emptt.15is at a particular time index n.




jWk '" j"tI)fllwhe~e: X"n (e ) • IT\" I:_"" x(n-m) Pk(m) e (3)
<;Co", I
x~(ejOlk)~in equation "(2), can be interpre.t.ed ill tw~ different ways:
{;l if the.'lndex n is assumed to be fixed, X
n
{eJwkj ;s simply the nOl'l'»l
Fourier trj:S(O':""l Of, the sequ"ence Pit (n-ml x(m) and (ii) if wk is .~!~~d.
then Xn (e It) ,is a function of the time index, giving ~he~ime depeGdent
or short-:-time FoWler transform of the sequence Pk{n-m).x(m). thus' leading
to Fourier representation' in tel"11ls,of l.'near filtering.
~. .
3.2 FILTER BANK SUMI4ATlONMETHODO~ SHORT·TIMESYNTHESIS




. ht(m) • Pk(m) e
Equation- (2) becomes
XnleJwkl. e-Jwk" ~ x(n-lI1//hk{rn)
(4)
(6)
Since the window function Pk(m). has the propertt~s of a low pass filter,
Equat4lJn (5) can be interpreted as a bandpass ftlter -~ith impulse response
. ' •... . -jwkn
hk(n) follOl~ed by rrodulation with a complex exponent,al e .
ll.(n) j 'r j',·••'in(e k) X Xn(e)
e"jlll\:n
Interpretation of short'~,lme spectral a.nalysls'.
,(7)
,
then "fro:n e~uatioJ1 (5)
j"
(B)
teo Yk(~)"is simplY,"the output of a bandpass filter with 'coaiplex .j~pulse
respon5e'~k{n) (Fig, 3.Z) ..
xln) ~(~
Fig. 3.2. Method of inlplement.ing the synthes'!S of a'single channel in
"te~s of linear fllt~ring.
This pro~ides the key to a 'practica 1 ne'thod" of reC'onstruct ing. the
t."put sigrya 1 from its skort-tlme:"Fourier transform. In "tht fil ter
bank analysis of speech, the ;nt1re frequency ran~e is d'1vided into N






In illplementing the tllter btnl< dHign l]1ven by Eqn. (9l the following
pretaut.iOllS_lllUst be obnrved <H.to mike th.e fllte~., lowpass fi!J.t'r wi,th'
a IIlIrrow ~nd. tilt window function- Pk(.) in tqUations (2) dnd (4) s~uld
'Pllelr as an i.pulse response with res~t to xleJlo\j having' no~ zero vElut!s over 'j'
.e,,;" ba'" ""'''' 'en> '''Qu,''',; aod 2 th,·,f,«".. baed.ldth 0' the"'_
should' be ~al to the bindwid~ of the indi'lidual flltll'r •. Equation 9 is
... gnp~;callY i I hlst;,ted by Fig. 3.3 wlltre the output signal is obtained as
the sum of .the signals' fl'Oll each band or th~ riJter bank translated to the
.'
original ceneer frequency of the band.
J.J SEARLE FllTE~.O~TECTOR HOOEl AND SHORT·T!KE FOU1l1ER TRANSFO~.
































Assuming tllat the output of the kth filter in the ~"'f;lter b:nk
rrodel is the real valued sequ~ce an(wk). the. output of the fil ter




where b~(wk) .is'the cornpl.ex part of the outp(Jt' frOlll th.e kt~ filter
and ;n (lll~~~~ the Htlbert transfonn of the ;eal output s~uence. an(W~)
of the kth filter. Hence the output of t~e fll ter bank rrod~l after ttie
detector stage'ls'the amplitude of the complex valued seq~;nce .represented
by
x(n)
fig. 3.5 Pract.lcallDl!asurement o'f the short time spectrum by means of the






w~~re Xn(e l Is the short-time Fourier transfonn of the input se,quen,e
x(I'I). He~ce the output of the Searle's filter bank model after the
detector ~tage is- the absolute amplitude spectrum of the st'-ort.time Fourier
tra~~fondF1ana9an,'1912']. Consequently the short-time Fourier t~~S!O.DJ1·
Is obtainell by the protedure given in equation (11), where bn(wk) is the
Hllbert-transfom ~f the real sequence oln('-'!k)' Once the short-time
Fo~rter transfom is computed, the reco'nstructed s;'gnal y(n} is obtained
by the use of .eq~ation (9) .
.11'1 the Searle's illodel, the bandwidth of the individual filters have
been taken as ll~ octave (variable bandwidth) Tefl eeting the characterist ics
of the hllNn auditory "System. Since 1t~t possible: to 'aChie~e bOth
goo,d temporal ~eSolut'on and freQll.l!ncy resolution. narrow ~ndwldth filters
, were U$ed below 400 Hz to achieve good frequency resolution and
Increas'in9ly -wider bandwidth ',abOve"400 Hz to aChie~e 900d temporal resolution:
Even thou9h it is different from s~e of the conditions imposed on the
windows (Section 3.2) these variable ~width filters ,are foun~ to 9ite.
I}God results as s.een in chapter l to charaoterlze the speech. (Searle et. al.
1919. 1~82).
).4' DATA REDUCTiON USING THE OISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM
One of the IOOSt lmporta~t applicatlGn,s of the orthogonal transfonns is data
compression. The key to ·sec.uring .data compression is signal representation
of a given class of signals in an efficient manner. If a dtscre~e signal is
comprised of N sampled values. then it can ~ thought of as being a point in
-\
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an N dimensional space.' Each" sample is then a component of t~e data
N yector X ....h.;·eh repre~ents the s1gn.al .In this sp~ce, FO." more efficient
representation an orthogonal transfoml.of X is obtained s~ch_ that.
y • TX where Y and T denotes tH'l! _transform liee.tor and the transform
lMtrix respectiv~ly;' Tht.main objectjy~ behind data reduction .is to
·select a subset of H components of Y wher,e M is substantially less than
It The .(1(-1'1) corneonents can then be discarde~ without introducing
objec~ionable error, IrlheIJ. ~e ~i9nal is reconstructed "lising the retained'
HCOlIlponentsofY.
3:,4.1. Discrete Cosine Tr.ansfonn \' J
The OCT of. • "q,\,,; ;imJ, m• 0, I, .;. \"Im- iI i'd''''';''
K(m}
r: (t") • ..l... H~J lim) Cos (2m ;mllkll . k. I, 2, •... (!"'"l} (12)
It H IIPO
i~ere ~ll(kl is .the k.th OCT coefficient.
In~er~e discrete co~ine transfonn is defiped as
(13)
This c~n 'be writte~ i:. the matrh form and /\ is the {H x -Hl.- matrh tllat denotes'
the cosine transfonnation,' then the ortllogonal propert.y can be ex~ressed. as
I\T/\. + [I] (1')
whereJ\1s the transpose ofXand I .Is'the (M" Mlidentity rnatr.h.
'-..--.-~
diagra. describing the 'I«lrk dOne.
j --_._-
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4. SIGNAL 'ANALYSIS USING A DIGITAL IHPLEHEtlTATION OF THE SEARLE'S P1lbEl
T~h chapter describes the ~ar1ous des~!In cons1lleratl0':l5 taken ·into
account "in the design of ttle 50ftware,~de1. Fig. 4.i sholtS the block
,.
".. The digith.ed speech is passed lhl'"01Jgh a 'ff1 te ... bank, whl~h sill'lJlates \.
the frequency analysts of the basi1a,r.l1embrane. and then through J'del'ector
bank which simulates the de~ectton function of the hair cells. The output
. . .
of the filter dl;tectors is used to create a running spectral plot which
reflects tlJe tmporll and spectral" characteristics or speech. These.
spectra are the~' subjected to a linear transform· Discrete Cosi."f TransfOnl
- to concentrate the data to a minimum {lumber of perceptually important
ch'annels. Th~ InYerse-llTs~rete Cos1ne' Transform 'is ~one' on ~. reduced
.nU~be·r o~ channels to obta~n th.e output spe~tra.. The output Is IOOdulated
and bandpass filtered. to obta1n th~ signal ~r percePtl/~l festing of
the 1ntelligibility of speech.
.... . \' .
4.1 DESIGH OF THE DIGITAl BAN~ASS·FIlrrRS .•IN THE BANK.
The des1gn considerat'ions that were taken hi.to accol/nt by Searle
~n.rdevelopi~g th~ hardware Imdel ~f the al/dhory (erip/'iery ~re consfdered'
in the i.plet'lli"tation of the digital sof~ware IJOdei. The physical .
• arrangement of the filter bank provides 18 second order Butte!"'llOrth
bandpass f~lters. The filters are lcig~ritllllfeallY spaced with a bandwidth
of 1/3 octave. The 3 db upper and lower cut~ff frequencies are calculated' .
using t~~ relation ~h .. 1.26 Ft. With 125 Hz as th~\cutoff frequency of
the lower channel and using th"e above relationship the higher and the

















4.1.1 Digital Bandpass Filter Desiq"
811tterworth-f.nt~rs which have maximally flat freqpe~cy I"esponse
are used in 'the design 'of the digital filters .. Tile digi~'al bandpass
filter:s are deri'led frem second ,oreier Butterworth a;a 1091filter~ by the
b'l1near ~ransfonn metl\od. Three such filters are cascad~ together
to implement a sixth order bandpass filter using tile design equations
of Ahmed and Natarajan (19B3). For speech processing. the cascade tonn
Is preferred as it exhibits superior perfor1'lan~~ ... Ith respect to round-off
noise, lnaccur~cies and stability: I" addition cascade realizations are
~referred for hardware lmpleme",tation since they r~uire sho-:ter word
length and ~re less prone to overflow problems.
The transfer :function of the ~'th suge second order Butterworth
. banppass ftlt~r fs given as RzK(S)
~k(S)
\ " 0 'lL:Cos ,.,3, ('.,' • .tl".o ,"",' Cos 'k' ••: (.
,hm 'Ai "" ('D, TIZI. i • 1.' . \.0-
'., - 'A,














':there T 1s t,he sampling frequency,:n is the,number of cascaded stages.
Where.o;
·1' -2 -3 -4D~ , E~' "" , G~' • J. \' <
" (1 .owo
2) [1 - 2W Cos.ek • w/l -+: W2
Us'ing .these equ~ttons tile bandpass filter coefficients' can be found





Yk(zI ,,' ·1' 3
Ok f Ek l f Fk z~2 .f• .-Gk z- + Jk z-4
whe.re'Ak' Bk.and Ck are the'numerator coefficients and Dk, Ek,
Fk , Gk and Jk are the denominator coefficfents wh!ch are calculated
using the ~boYe mentioned equations. The lnput-out~ut equati'on, of the






:-Et Yt;(I-l) - f:k y~(I-2l • Gk itO-]).'L Jk Yk(1-4})
I
where k denotes the number of stages xO-,2). x{l-4) are the past 'i~PU~ •
values andy(~".l). y(I-2). y(.I-J), Y~I-4i are past output values .
.- \The bandpass f!lfer algorlttvns are'written in HP BASIC and are
'im~lemellted using the H~ 5451B Fourier ~~lyze! Systal.'
• • I
In order to obtain the impulse respOnse..of the bandpass filter. a
. . .
"~. unit impulse inpu.t ~ata b:OCk.. iS c~eated and. US~~ as the ioM to the .
•input/output equatton. Fig. 4.2 shows the frequency response plot of the.'
', . f '
bandpass finer in channel 4. [t can be seen from the plo~ t~t ~t'he 3 db
cutoff frequencies are 396 'Hz ~~d SOO'Hz for th~ parilcui'ar c~~nn·el. Th;
digital f11ters are {~p'e1ent-ed using convolution api*oach. The values
of'the illPul;e .respOnse h(n) ~~e stored in the system IlIeIOOry and. as the
satrplesof the input signal x(lII) enters the system, the operatiOn of
yIn) = ~ x{mill{n.m) ls:pe~fonned wll~re y(~} is the outPu~ sequence:" a
. M '. .' r
, A' sl.ilar approach 'ts f~l1cwed. in illp.lementi·n g tile l~ ba.ndPa.ss fl~.~ers
In tile channel. Fig., 4.3 shows the log IIiIgnitude vs. log frequency p,ot
. o~the filters, in .th'e filter 'banL It c,an be se~1l frc'. the magnitude .
plot that the' i!ilpuls; response t~ maxiially flat with a slope. of 120 db/octave:
The two fil~~rs with f
c
,= 141 and 178 Hz 'are combtned as ar.,.e tile
t~ ~i'lters with f
c
;, 224 and 282 H;, reducing th';! syslejll to a set of 16 •
ftlters. These filters tn the.low fre~Uency rarrge are combined so that the
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_.". the vowel formants. f,19", 4.4 shows -109 ma~nitu.de vs log freq.y
plot of the 1& (ilter~.ln the rilter bMI: .
. ,
4.2 DESIGN OF THE ENV[LOPE DETECTOR ••
The env_el0pe.detec~or ;1'1 the fi~ter bank 5imula~e_s th; rectification
detection function. of ~he ha.lr cellS'
l
It c~nsists of the rectifier
fOl10wed_ by a low pass. ~ilter. The rectifier is implemented ~Y finding
the absolute magnitude of the output of the bandpass filter.
'/
4.2.1 The De~lgn of the Lowpass Filter 11'1 the Detector
The ~~tecto~~ ~del are designed such that ttle '~ime constants
-are optimized for t~e individual filters. Fllterswith broade"f bandwidths
, '.
have faster rise times; detector time CDI'lstants are ,Chosen to be~ corrmensurate
with filter rise times. ~cordin9 to S~le'sdefinltion of process
domain •• tile rise time forttthe 1 KHz envelope detector is choserto be 5
mill Isec an~ the other detectors have appropriately scaled rise times
(I.e. proportional to the channel center frequency). The rise time in
millisec for each ch~nnel.• 5.9/fo where f
o
is the channel center frequency'
'in KHz. Cut~ff frequencies of the lowpass filters. are calculated as
follows',





















Rise times of each envelope detector il\ the channel • 4.4866476" life
where f
e
is the qhannel center frequ.ency 0ithl! ~r.ticu1ar bandp.15S
filter. Using this rise tl["E! the lowpass c toff frll<luency of the sing)e
stage R-C lowpass filter is calculated.
Rise time of the single stage R~C lowpass til ter Z.2/wc
where f
e
is the lowpass filt,:r cutoff frequency. Table 4.1 gives
the rise time for each channel and the cutoff frequency of the lowpass
fi1terin thecbannel.
The digital lowpass filter is Tealhed using ttle, bilinear
transforyntechnique.
The. transfer function of the lowpdss filter is
H(z)
J
WA1 " tan 11 T f e . ". • '".~!~-"l'_th'~~t '-'.'..f",q""-"'Ef.th,.l'wp.~, f.l~t_".!_'d (t~ .__.__-._t~
samp.1lng Interval. If x(n) lind Y(II) are the'1nput lind the output, the
following difference equation is satisfied",
...
• y(n)"· Ax(n) + AK(nMl) - By(n-l)
\ -
".~ Frequency Band Center frequency Rhettme LOl/pass
of tile ftlters'" of the chlnnel. of tile, filter cutoff




157.5 141.25 31.720599 11.03384 .
157.5 198.45 171.915 25.Z09576 13.883613
198.45 • 250.047 224.2485 r- 20.005962 11.494785
-, 250.00011 - 315.059 282.553 15.879143 22.041492
315.059· 396.915 356.017 12.602~4 27.77211
396.915 - 500.188 448.5815 9.91J4S87 35.093142
500.188 • 6]0.237 565.zt.25 7.9311169 44.09295
630.231 • 794.099 • 712:168 6.JOO1S06 55.554228
794.099 - 1000.56 \ 841.3295 5.1JOOOO1 69.999986 •
10 1000.56 • 1260.11 1130.635 3.9684]98 88: 19587
11 1260.7'1 • 1S88.5 1424.605 3.149118 111.14011
12 1588.5 : 2001.5 1195 2.49J5114 140.OZ731
11 2001.5 -2521.9 2261.1 1.98]5469 116.45159
14 2521.9 - 31H.59 2849.145 1.5143646 222.31191
j' ,
"
3117.59 - 400l.76 3590.675 1.2495314 280.10~\




18 ~l36.57 • 8009.03 71,82.7 0.6245413 560.41\3





TII~ irapulse response is obta1ntd by'implementing "the above equation.
The procedure used for ~he 1mple:M!1ltatton of the bandpass filter is followed
. for the lowpus filter aha. Tile. impulse response of the \owpass filter
is obtained and IIOAIoIlhed. Fig. 4.5 shows the If.agn1tude response of
the low~ss filter in Channe~ 4 and the lowpass rnter cutoff frequency
can be seen to be 35 Hz.
The overall rise t1111f of the channel is T0
2
• Td'l + 10
2 w~ere
Tn Is the rise time of lhe.bandpass filter ilnd Td is theorise time of the
detect~r. In the Searle's rode! the overall rise' lillie of the channel 15
5.9/f, wllere f
c
is the center .frequency of e",ch bandpass f1~ter In KHz.
Table 4.2 gives the values calculated using the above mentioned relationship
and the detennined values. 'There is a small varl~tion'1n the calculated
values and the detennined values.
4.3 "IHPlEHEtqATIOIi OF THE SEARLE'S I1JOEl
The bandpass and lowpass filter illP\llse responses are nonMlized and"
stored. The filter det.ector lI'Cldel is illplemenled in t~e HP 54518 rou~ier
Analyzer System using the Foorler KeybQird Progrillmles. Fig. 4.6 shows
) the blo,:k d1agrarn of the dtgltal lliplementation of the filter dete.ctor
IIOdel.




~ Fllterdetecfor " Detemlned valuuof the
~ rlse"tf.e .ccording to fllterdetectorrfsetille





































The sentence spoken for analy;sh is:
'THE WATCH DOG GAVE A WARNING GOOJl'.I •
Speech is recorded and.played using II HP 39~A 1nstrumentat1on
tape recorder, The continuous speech is recordoowith a normal tape
speed 01 7 1/2 ips; lind played back at II reduced speed of 1 7/8 ips.
The speech is bdnd limited at playback using cl -lowpass filter .with a
" .
c.utorr frequency of 2 KHz.
AndlogtoDigital Conversion Particulars:
Input Fc;>urier Block.slze: 2048
S/lPlpl.ing frequency : 5KHz for the reduced speed of
.----------. .---- -~-----y 7Ta1j;5.(2o-KHi -effect"lveT
Since tile impulse response. of the filters .u~e II bloC,1t size of 4096. and
to eliminate the error that' occurs due to convolution the speech diltil
blocks are converted to a block size of 4096 by overlapping.
The digitized spe~..hdata Qlock is analyzed using the filter detector
II"OdeL Fig. 4.7 shows the implementation of a single channel .in the
II"Odel. Fig. 4.8 shows a block of speech and its magnitude spectrum. Pig ..
4.9 shows the bdndpass filtered ~utPut through' c.hannel 4. The magnitude
spectrum which Indicates. the part.icular band of signal can be seen from
the figure. lhe rectified output of the bandpass filter and its magnitude
sp~trum is shown in Fig. 4.10. It is seen that the rectification
results in a de value, low frequency components up to approxlmately 80
Hz and the higher frequency components in the range of 800 Hz to 1000'Hz.
These additional higher frequency components were filtered out using the
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Fig._4.9 (al Bandpassfilteroutput'(channel.4)"
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Fill. 4.10 '(a) RectHleroutputofthe-detectorstage(channel4.)
."" -(Ii)" Magnitude spectrul\I
-------;.--
66
is shown in.Fig.'.4.11. From th6 figure it is evident tllat the output
of the filter detector provides the envelope infOnTl<ltion. The
rectification also resul.ts in the input signal and higher order tems.
The higher order tC!rms arc filtered in the detector as explained.
In order_ to test"if all the information in the input speech signal
is pniservcd 0; not the output of the filter bank i\ surr';led togtther and
COQverted. to an and log signal using the digital to analog converter.
Fig, 4.12 shows the filter bank sunmation output and the magnitude
spec.tr,um. Comparing with tlH~. input signal in fiy. 4.8, it can be seen
that there is a sl iyht distort illn in the s ,glial hut ~he magnitude rem<lln"s
"to' be ~he same.
4.4 SPEECH IIflALVS1S USING RUNNING SPEcTRUM PLOT
In order to visually compare the ampl Hudes of different channels at
a given time and to view the spectral and tempor,}l charilcteristics of speech,
.. the output of the filter detector system is plotted as a succession of spectra,
that is magnltudl.' vs. frl.'qul!ncy with tlrll! as parameter. Fig. 4.13 and
Fig. 4.14 show th~ running speCtrum plot of thl.' underlined portion of the
sentence 'The watch dog_ gave ,1 warning growl'.
In plotting the running spect'·um the log amplitUde ....as considered.
.. Since the speCtral and temporal characteristics were not clearly visible from
this running spectrum, thl.' lineiJr mugnltude spl.'ctrum. is plotted for further
analysh. fig. 4.15 and 4.16 shows the running spectrum of the log magnitude
data plotted ....hlch corresponds to the linNr data plotting in Fig. 4.13 and
Fig. 4.14.
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The amplitude of the output from the 16 channels at a given lnst.ant
in time is plotted. This gives a cross section at that time of 16 discrete
values. These 16 discrete values are joined with straight 1illes to obtain
tho short:-time amp] itude spectrum with 1/3 Qctave frequency resolution. T~is
is repeated for successive Instants in time one above the other-on the page
-and 'ft emphasizes a clear observ~tion of the changes in time of the frequency ~
spectrum. Th~ horizontal axis shows the 1/3 oclave freq.uency scale in steps
of ~ channels (4,113 octave channels) between divisions .. "Frequency increases'
from left to right with the first four channels indicate frequency range from
125 Hz to 500 Hz, the second four channels from 500 Hz to 1260 Itz. th.e third
four channels from 1260 Hz to 31~7 Hz and the last four channels from 3177 Hz
to 8000 Hz. The vertical displacement upwards indicates the progression in time.
The time resolution between the spectra is 1.6 millisec. Time averaging can
also be performed. The vertical axis upwards shows" the linear amplitude.
The plots are tapered down in width, from top 'to bl?ttom to enhance the
perception of depth. This gives a three dimensional persp.ective to the plot.
Each time spec.tra represents 1.6 mill isec and each time marker on the
right represents a block of 16 spectra giving a ti,*: scale of approximately
25.6 mil I isecs per division. The underlined port.ion of the continuous
speech "The Watch Dog gave a warning growl" is plotted. ,The sentence
fragment consists of 8 blocks of speech data equall ing 256 blocks of filter
detector output data. The block numbers are marked on the.right. T~~








'I The cor'respondlng blocks are reconstru.cted for audibility in· steps
of firs: 2, 4, 6 and 8 blocks of speech. Each plot ,has 4 block markers
wlih 64 spectral lines per block. each re~resentln9 0•.1024 sees of speech .
. The first 'plot has 0.4096 seu of speech and the second plot has 0.4096 sees
of speech which i9rees with the lillie taken (0.8 s'!Cs1 to speak the selltence
in real time. The spectral and lelllporal ~haracterlstics of speech can be
seen fJ'Olll the ronning spectrum plot and the linguistic.categorization of the
running spectrulIlplot Is I!llplained In the I')l!xt chapter.
4·.5 PROPOSED CHA:lGES IN THE MODEL
The output of the filter detector can be thought of "as a lOWpaS5
representat1.on of the bandpass signal. One of the fmport,nt aspects
of choosing the lowpas~ cut off frequency apart frOIl the rise tillM!
consfderation is that the lowpass. filter should preserve all the
informatfon that is passed by the bandpass filter. In this ~gard the •.
aD)unt of infomation that comes out of the 1/3 octave banqpass fll ter can
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•. From wherce the band~idth is
O..?32 f c
where f'c.1s the center .frequency of the bandpass 'filter,
.The above discussion implies that he cutoff frequency of the lowp.1sS
. f1.lter has to be 0.232 ti~S the center frequency of the bandpass fi1~er
to retain all' its 'infonnat"ipn. In the filter detector IIDdel imp1emen~ed, ,-
for th\.lOOO Hz channel the 'center frequency is 897.331 Hz and the .
lowpass ~t off frequency is 70.0 Hz. The ratio of the lowpass cutoff
frequency to the bandpass filter center frequency. is 0.078. This ratio
indicates that there could be an information reduction of as much as a
fact~ of 3 (as cplIIPa'red to 0.232), To preserve the infonnatio~ -potential
of the signal in!each channel, the lowpass ,filter cutoff frequency is increased
.r...., .
to three times theor'iginal 'design and t,he filter detector mOdel is implemented.
Fig. 4,17 shows the output of the detect.or stage for .the modified channel 4.
The running spectrum of ·the' filter detector output'is also pl~tted, Fig
4.18 shows the plot c~rrespondln9 to the one shown in Figure 4.13 frolll which
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n? 4.\7 CMparison of-implementation ~f detector stage according 'to







4.6 'SIGNAl RECONSTRUCTION ~STING
In the time domain implementation 'of the model, the output of the
filter detector provi'des the envelope infonna~ion of the speech signal.
'The envelope is used to reconstruct the speech signal for percl!j}tual
testing.
lhe bandpass spectrum of the output of the filters in the.bank
1s rectified and lowpass filtered in the illlPlemen'tatl0"n '~f the mdel.
Thl!! detl!ctor.stage trates thl!: fr'~(juency 'C;Q:~'b!nt'of the bandpa's.~·
s,ignal to zero frequl;ncy with loss' in infonr.ation whiCh is discuuea
in the next ·Chapter. The' .output of the detector ,can be thought 'of as 'a
lowpass represe~~atton of a 'bandpass sigii~l. Hence in order to reconstruct
. .
the _spe.ech fTOPl the detector outpu.t, tlie. detector 9utpu~ ·.is to lle .~rnplitude
. modulated witll a carrier frequeni:~ by wh1cll the ·frequ.ency con'tents can be
,shifted to tile band centered'around the carrier frequency. 'fhe c~llice of
the carrier frequency is an important factor as it deteflllines the
infonJati~n prj!serve<l i.n 'the band. In order to investigate the c~oice
of the carrier frequem;.y ;n tile reconstruction procedure, the 1de~1 fzed
case is considered. The reconstruction p,,?cedurefor the idealized case
is s~own in Fig. 4.19. Fig. 4.19 (al Shows the band~ss spectM of the
·signal. Fig. 4.19 (b) shows the bandpass spectrum translated to the
zero frequency. Fig. 4.19 (~l sh(ltj. the lI;ldulation usin,g "the center frequency
of the cha.nnel and Fig, 4.19 (d) shows the modulation usl~g the lower.
cut-off frequency of the channel. In Order to get rid of "the irrelevant
information, the bandpass 'filter in the channel is used. The frequency






Fig. 4,19 RelonstrUCtlOnprOCel!UrefOrideallzcdcase •. ' ', ..• :'.





- dotted ii;;;S~~~h-~:f-ig;;-;Yt~e:~d~;~-~~"'for""t'i1e reconsiructi~B
procedur"e. the: choit,e of the lower- cut-off frequency as the ~arrter_
pro.vides th,a,lIa~i~un relevant. i~fonnation, This~approach is' followed
'in the reconstruction' of t/leS1gQ..a1. .The bl~Ck df~g~amin..Fig:>4,20 showsI the lmplemen~ation of the reconstrllCtion procedure. '. The fil ter detector
.,~~ ,output'is aJIIP1·ltude'nildlilated .... ith t~e lower cll~-off frequency ~s. the.
carrter fr:equency and: t~: lllCidu~ated. output, is ~-!!~pass' ill'tered with
the ba.ndpass fil ter in each !=hanne1. The outputs are' _s~ed together
" , " '" .......... '"
an)'J the sum isconv(:l'jted to an analog signal ':Ising the dig.ital ~to analog
. converter, 'The converted sig!'al. is.ta.ped using,the instrumentation tape
recorder, -The'll1lplementation of tile rec.0nstructlon pnlcedilre is done,
using the .F?urler 'An~i'yz~r Sys.tem', The results of reconstruction 'are
,,<explained in !he-.n~xt\haPt.er.
4.7 SIGNAL PROCESSING - DATA 'REDUCTION USING DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM
Having outl ined a me~hod.~f reconst.ructing the signal from .th: output
of "the filter "detecto,:, fmdel.· a stu~y to invesdqate the reductio.n 4n
~ 'the dimensionality of speech is to be carried o~t·. The Di'S.Crete ~sine.
Trlln,sfonn (OCT) 1s used to study the reduction in t~e dtmens10n~l1ty
re~resefltatlon of speech. at 'the output of the mode.f. The log magnitude
of the filter detedor output is subjected to OCT. Fig. 4.21 shows
t~e out~t o;'the ~.ilter detector In fig. 4:18 ~~'bjected to OCT. It can be
se~ from the ,plot tha~t~_:he OCT for~es the' data 'I\to fewer .channels than









































1n~~sttgat~ if perc.:.;~Ua·lI)' r-e~~unt t~'Q,.tt/S concentnte:t in
a IItely manner so that 4n eff"ective dati redlictton can be .tteapted
by setting the higher 'Ch~nnel s o(the trln~fO~ data to iero"and
reconstnJctlll\l the.slgnal w1th, t~e IIt~i .... num.ber of" c""'nnels. The.
, ,
( lower enaMels ar!.set to zero and vith ttle dati"" the r~lnln9
chlniels: the sf gnll 1s .r«onstnlct~ us~n9 tl'ie Inverse Discrete Caslne.
Trllnsf0"'l (iDel) ..fig. 4.q shows the OIItPUt of the ..del' subjected
~o OCT and 6 channels set 't~ zero. Fig. 4.23 shows t~e $19"115 ree.onstr-ucted
f,r"OlI the tr.nsfomed data 1n Fig. 4.21 USh19 the.IOCT. The spectral ,"d
ttqlOral dr1fadatlOll o,f the signal'$ tilt number·.gf channels'cut out '"crHus
are studied. The lliplen'lelu,t1"an af ~'h~ dlta. redlltttot'l teetlnlque is c.r-ff@d
o~t In PDP 11/60 ctnlUter. The l"tSul ts af ~h1s Ilg~al processing a"!






























" r,l' RESULTS MO OISC·USS~{lN,. I
This chapter explains the various procedures followed to test the
, \." .
digit~r··model and dis'cus~es the re_s.ults obtained at the output of the
model,
s,~ .. DESiGN CON~IDERATIo'~S :~~: FILTER DETECTOR !'()OEL '
lone of the ~in o~Jectives of 'the work is to study an' effective
reco[\structlon of speech from t~e output of th'e filter detecto'r mOdel for'
, ( '
iritel1 iglbl1it.y testing, HenC'e tile info'nnation' preserving capacity of the
model. 1.s studied.
, :' , . '. I
. The detector that follows tile filter consists of fUlliwave rectifier
,f~I;OW" b, lOW";' '.11t"" It,W.~ ",;.d'"th' '~"lO,"' ,hopt" !hot ';,
,~r,der to .preserve the .1nforynation content p~.s:e~ by the band, pa~s ,.f .~ter.
the low pa~s H'lter In the detector stage should' have a cutoff frequency of
three times the 'Cutoff frequenc.¥ p:oposed.bY Searle's model and based on thls
argu~ent the cutoff frelluencies of the low pa'ss filter are cha~e,d :o~ further
analysis. In o~der to study the Informati.on preserving capacity of tile detector
. stage. a deliberat\y asynm~tric ramp slgna,l with a frequency spectfum of 0 to
____-"'O'DO--I:U--i~genent~d-~F-1gpt-and-is.appl.ied as input to the fourth channel'
_;f the filter dehctor bank, Fig. 5.1(b) 1.ndicates the pal"t1cula: frequency
.. r\~g~ted bY,the band pa~s filter.1n the fou'rth channel.' The oufp~t of.
the bandpass fl1ter is shifted to the 'orig~n using amplitude modul~t"ion 'with
391 Hz ca'rrler~ frequl!!ncy (the lower cutoff freq~ency of the cha~nel), .The-
IOdulation results ,In (Fig, 5.2) e lOW!r frequency band who'se bandwl~th is
appro'!:.;~"telY equal to the bandwidth ~f the channel '(104 Hz) and higher
f(equency components in the range of 800 Hz to !loa-Hz The spikeat~






"Fill. 5.1 ~I) Rallp s1gn.l to test the lIlOdel.











.". . .r . _,
. n!!l~t.lv~ halvE!s of ~he~sp.~trum as the carrier.!r:eql1enc)' chosen for
I
, modulation Is the J db; IOlle-:- cutoff frequencY'. Usingtllfs a, l~w pass
'.,' ", represeh~at'fIOflf" of II bandpa,"O"4'Hf1n.a~. ish ',bta.1nei1., T~e,lowpass, 'ff~ ter. b"-," h
has II cuto requency 0 , 1 "",le So approJ( mate y.eQuJ to _tM an 'II. t
i. of tbe translated signal. Fig_ 5.3,..shows the cOrhparlSCln ,b~_t\jeen tile
\\ - . '.," I
1~rss filter .re.~_ponse.s. for channe~ 4 'dU~ _to sear~e'i rodel and _the
mod'ltfed lIKldl;l (Jowpass f.t1t-er cut off frequencies 11735. 093 Hz. and • '.
1 05.:~794 ~l·). In Fl,~' 5.4' the outPu~s.t~d"'t'.ng thi l!:fect!!.. 10wJlI'ss
'filtering of the.fr~quency translated Input signal are comp:ared~ It is.
'noted fronl tne. figUreS tflat even though the bandwidth is preserved the~e
1S a spect~al de9cal.ition I~ the shifted spectr~l shape •
The output of he bandpalss filter in Fig S,)(blls rectified The
"I .' rectlfled.output i,i .'OWIN.SS fi1ter~ USing. Searle's de~.ig~ and ttl.e.-ftldffled
desl9n {Fjg, 5.5l.~ Fig.5.5 indicates neg1f9lble enhancement in the ,
, , ' spectral Infqnnation i""~e modifled·deslgn. l'~ is evident that info~tion
'loss,occurs In t~ detectOr stage. primarily due to ~ecttfic~~I(HI',.
In, "the dfg1t!'! impll!11entation of the mod~1 the nonlinear rectiflcation'~
dOI)J! us1n9 the diode in' the dl!!tect~r sta~e of the analog- '!'Odel.1s 's.illlllated
by taking the absolute magnitude of the output/of the bandpass filter.
Th;SiS equivalent to. full wave rectification. 'I~ order to see'th~ effect \..1
of performing a'half wave Iect1ftcat1on in the det;ctor stage the output of'
~he'1landpas: filter i.S~ IIllf wlIve rectified and Fig. 5.6 s~ows comparison
of the output of the detector stage' which incllldes a !laIr wave rectification
_ and full ...av~ rectification. The be~tter'perfoma~c:e of ful.' ..Mve rectification
against the llalf wavI! rectification, as shown In fig', 5.6 governs 'the choice
- ". \
of (Ull wue rectification ~or ~h~ detector stage ev~n thou'9~·the proce~sin9












































































































• \ . prOcess. The Objec,tiYe at the ~ment 1s.to effect the best reconstruction
pO$slble and once achieved the eiatt configuration of the deletto: sfage
can be· looked at more closely.
5.2 SPEECH RECONSTRUCTION FROM THE OUTPUT OF THE HODEL
. . . ( .
In the numerical IOOdelling. In octllve bandpass .filters with maximally
flat frequency response are used. In comparing the 1/3 octave frequency
response w1th the response of "the auditory nerve fiber 1n Fig. 1.9. the
. , " . ,
1/3 o~tave filters ,in "the nunieric~l IOOdel, do. not have the same asynrnetric'
frequency response skirts-"u ShOWl" by th-e psychophysical experiments done
o~ tho ,~b"" (Kf,og, .,;"i. ,,'pm "romlth;'. "'Y,16 'o,"ith""""
spaced cllannel~ are use<! as compared to th~ 3d.'ooo channels. In order to
" ,,' I
test file validity of tile' model, and to test,tne Otltput of "tile model: for .the ,; ,
speecll Intel,ltglbilHY, tile ,output' of the ~d~Jiat ~;II'stage, ;e., :t the
filter bank .and at tile det.ec4:~r ba'nkare reconstructed,
5.2,1 FtlterbanksUIlIIIation
llle digltlz:ed speech 'data block.1s passed through the filter bank,
, ,
and surrrned at the output, The suninaiion s'9na1.'1s converted to an analog
signal using the digital to ana,log'converter and h taped. The input speech ",~ ~
signal 'and the filter ban~,suimlation ~utput and' itS'J149flitude spec,trum are
~hown in Fig. 4.'8 and Fig~4.l2 respe:ttively. ;T~e speed\, signal shown
, in Fig. '4.12 corresponds to the veJf'Ced po~t;on It/AI pf ~lIe sen~ence fragment
'watch'. The sudden stress in the signal ~ol1owed by the per10dicity 1n
the waveform can be seen. ,The wavefonn,cojresponds to, approx;mately, O. 1
. ~'. " . '
sec of speech., The fHter ~nk .sunmation. si,gna1 wIIej tested, for,.a~~~bni.:y
95
> fnd1catedthat it is ,intelligible a~d tile message ,content of the sentence·
15 also preserved. This i~ cJea~ly ev.ldent· by examining the /Mgnltude
spectrum of the input and t·he filter bank' sumnation.Signal. ~he '5119'l1t
.1
spectral degrada~fon of the filter,bank sUlm\lltion s19na1 can be seen
. \ .
but the spectral formant energy peaks are evident .lind are in close ~semblence-
totheinputsfg'nal. \
In order to test tile effect of phase on the filter bank'\suJmliltion output.
the al't~rnate ~hannels of the fil;er 'bank are phase Shif'ted b~ "1800 an~
the signal is su~d. The sunned.signal fs converte1l to an analog signal
"./and'fs taped. ,When t'ested for audlbf'lfty,the' speech ~ounded' similar
to the signal obtained from the,enlfer.filter banksullIIlatlon. Fig. 5.7
.;" .;,-.... ' ..~ showS: the phase' shifted fnter bank sUlllliltion signal'and its lMgnftude
'" spectrum. It .can be seen that t~ere is more spectral information but ttl1sd~d hot ha\'e~~uCh (nfluence on the audibility of the ~igna1. A,pulsation wasI . .
also noticed, in the signal whtcll was due to the sys~etl' limitations if the
analog to digital .conversion of the signal. These experiments indicate






The output of, the 'fil'tel detector model provfd~s the envelope infonnation
of the input signal. The 'output of the model is: to be reconstructed for
i~tel1i~1bll1t; te~tilg. It was observed e~rller.th~t there is i'n~~nnation A.
l~ss due ~o re~tifica~lon and. this Illakes it !i~SS'ibi I.' for, perfect
reconstr.uction. It wu discussed 1n the previous cha~ter ~hat the speech
is' reconstructed at the output of the model by:modula'ting the output of the








Fig: 5,7 (it) Filter bank sUIlIIIlIt1onoutput signal
• (alternate channels plla.se Sh,ltted)







.frequency is shown using the ramp signal of Fig. S.l(b). Fig. 5.2
shows the frequency translated,slgnal. The lower cut!!ff frequency
. . ,
.and tile center frequency of the channel are considered in the
reconstl'"l!ction., Asdlscussedinthepreviouschapter,theban.dpass
filters ..111 th.1! channel are used to remove the'redu~dant Information
'~that occurs due to modulation. In this regard the' i.9wer cutoff frequehcy
~dulatfon fOllo~d by .the band~.ss f1l~er In ~h~. chan~el p~ovf~es a
more. effective .reconstruction. This can be seen" from the Fig. 5.8 whete :
in t~e re,c!?n'st':Uete~ 5!9~t'Obtained using center frequency as ,carrier
and, l~wer cutoff fre.quency as carrler are ~hown .. Since we have:~s~d IUle
bandpass 'Hlter 1n th'l! channel to elltract :relevant information ~he recoris~ructed ~;
.. ~ignal o~tall!ed using lower C1l~off frequency ;resembles ~re c~oser to
. tt:le,lnput spehrum. Center frequenc,S' as carrier can be us'ed providedI . . .
weusediffe,ri!nt filter. to extra.d the InfO~tlO\ tnadd1tfo.?to,
this reconstruction, bandpass filtered ~oise is also used to lOO'dulate, th,e
'ou!tput ~~he' (llt~r, FiQ,'S,9"ShQWS t~e mdulatlon ob~aine~ at' theou~PUt of cha,nneJ 4., (W~th ~andpassfntered noi~e) whereln~ it ca~ be
seen·that there,. is mor'e information but the spectral shape of the translated
envelO'pe is dist~rted. Fig, 5.10 shows t~e reconstructed signal usfng
'lower cutoff frequency as carrier along with fts magnUlJde spectru'm.
'. .' ' '. ". - .
Fig, 5.11 shows the reconstructed. signal using center frequency '.t carrier.•
F.ig, 5.12 shows the, rec?nstru~ied sfgnal USf~g bandpass f11tere~ nohe.
:The' spectra} S~ift caused due :to th.e chofce of lowe,r cutoff frequen.cy as
\ ;h~ ~arr1/r can be .seen from the Ff~. 5.10, l .
• comp'~rison 0; the Fig,_ 5.1~ and Ffg",5. ~~ 1ndfcat~s Ihat the use of
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Fig. 5.10 (a) Speech signal rtconstruct~ using the th,nner
lower cut off ,frequency"




































better ,the in'pu! speech spectrum: The spectral peaks ar'e ~learly
e:vid.ent. The. JJ\IIgnitude',spectrum of, the above processed spee~h s1graa'1
indicate th,at.the,spect~al1informa.tjoncontent of the orig'1nal s!-g'nal
are present in the reco~~tr~;cted ·signlll. But w:hen the reconstructed
,s1~al,is tested for ,audibility the reconstruction. Is foun4 tp be .iinPerl~ct.
Due to system limitations. there Is' a consfd~rable puls.tion. Also. a
hig~er'frequency ringing sound is heari:l'in-the,sign~l. But it is not~d dJ
" ,'~ .
·tha!. the. audibility of 'the ~iffer:en,t segments of:the spoken sentence are ..
-tI clear. The signal, reconstructed'asfng the bandpass filtered.nofse·
modul~tion sounds 11ke ~. hoar'se ~hlsp:er ~ut the sen'tence is under'standable.
Comparing .th~ carrier fr~quency IIlOdulated, signal with ithe /I01se mo'du.rat~·
one •• the car'rier fl;e:.uency IOOdulated signal is ~Ch cl;os~r. ~o""t~e orlg1nal
s~al as it retains t~e inf1eC~iOn,'and the or.ilgi.~al.ity of the ~peech,
"Spoken by the speaker. The better perfo~nce of -the signal r:econstructed
using lower cu.tofl.frequency is dearly seen in the signal when•.tested
~o,r audlbfl ity'o 'But noise and' other disturbances have'to be removed if
reconstr'bcted·sign.al has 't? be tested, fbr intel1igibl1~t;'. .
!LJ LINGUISTIC CA.TEGORllATiON DF'THE RUNNING SPECTRUM PLOT
. The,run'ning spectrurll is linguistically cate~orized to-empha!:"1zeth'e
, , 1ingU~tlC f'eatuf'es in the spoken sent~~~e. This 1's- done to show that the..
. .
linguistic features are preserved and are clearly evident in the running
spec'trum plot. The phonc:'t1~ struc~.ure of th~ 5~ntence is cate90r1~ed'
asfo1101<15
.(
~, 4t,',~.. ' ."














_....... The sentence is ,Classified.'as h,~vingJ voiced ~~~nts a~d.an·u~Y,olced
segment. The stress !" each segment 15 a~sC? fndfc.atei:l. 'fig. 4.13 shows th~
• running spectrum plot of the port~on 'THE WATCH' ,and Fig...4:1'4 shows the .
.run~1ng sp~ctrU!l! plo~ of the portion 'oo,G'. ,It Ci\be seen from the plo~'
that .Uie strongest peak,occurs in speech data block 2 in Fig. 4.13. The ".
. semivowe; /WAf in the'iingUI1(1c categqrlz,ltfon is ~he str''on~iy'st'res:sed
partJon .of'the sentence. So. the strongest peak ~f amplitude tolncldes
with the strongest stres~ ~oni the vowel of 'The Watch'.
From th:e linguistic categorizll.tlCl11 of the sentente. it ~an be seen' th~t
al,l' the" 1inguistic'segments are voiced and they have a.pe~iodic ~source ~f
~ " excitation ucept f'!r the ';T~~I wh1c~ is unvoiced sound whi~h has' ~ silen;t 'l
clpsure period .fOllO~d by sudden onset of energy in: the higher channels:
~_--- -------/'l --~-~




The charac1;~r~stlc featl;lre 9f the 'affl:icative /rCH/.can:·lie not'iced in'
spee.ch da~a'block 4 of Fig. 4.13 t~' have a shilrt.bl"i"s:t',-ohloHe.,j~l1owed ~ .. , <:
bY,i' pro;~~~ed noise""lt ca'n b'e seen tha~ there ,I, ·no·f·und~menta1~,.
in the block. .
.~~ Fig. 40:14 the 5u~de~ burst of 'the voiced $f!gment.'r5t·in,~._.-'~ __ '
be seen: '-lDc~~~a plos~ve wh·i.ch.·has a 'short burst of noise followed by .~.
prolonged ·vowe.l ·tAt. ",Th~ ,sentence has a. ,voked' segment /AI repeated and
tl~~e...1t should have some r~sembience. in characteristics.' This can be .
noti~e.d by, examinin~. ~he tWA': and t~e ;~~;~~ti.on of~ne~pecsrum-i~·-F.fg~---~:'---·­
4013,anod Fig. 4.14 where th~re,is as~arp riS:!~d a tall.. off.. The
'---..l0rmant¥al:s of the ,po ken sentenc:e is also,seen-in the plots . .It;can be
/' /.---- . '. . '. . ". .
~onc1uded..tT:Om~the analysis th~t the· identification oti the lin~~~__ ._
._:-.:_----.:segii;"ents are 'relatively. ~asy'.and the syllables are' a.150 clearly s~en
·..sep~rated in the 'Plot.
\
; ~ .: ....
':'.---
(
Even, t.hoU9~ ~'ny of th~ speech characteristics ,are evident in the ~ •
. lo~ ~nit~lle' p1ot·(Fi9 ..4~1~ Fig. 4.16)', the running spectr~m i1'n~lY~is,
C~:U'ldl1'~ be' c~rried out because 07theni9h-~leve1 present .~n t~el
p~o~essed data: This wa.s due to s~stem ~imltation~p1-a1~~~n
":- ,'5.6) and also to t'he I11Jdification in the detector design whic.h yielded ~.---­
faste:.rise 'Umes than~the ones obtained using S~arle''S·n'Kldel. Comparinif
.Fig. 2.4 'with Fig. 4.15, the Shd,rp changl1's in. character ~etween the voiced.
·so~nds., ~he unvoiced sounds (Slocks j1 t.o 34 of Fig. 2.4) and the si;ent
periods evident in ~lg. 2.4 are not clearly evident In Fig. 4.1~. But
cO/llparJng with Fig. ~"13, Fig: 4.14, the changes bet.~een .volced and
. unvoiC\!d sounds are ·se,en (Block~ 12·16 of Fig'. 4.13). The abrupt attack
. of t"he'l?i (Block ~?~.Fi9. 2.4) '\S 'a1.so' noticeable in" ~,i;~ 4.14 -





plotted where as in ·Fi~. 4.1.5 a~d in Fi9: 4.16, 0.8192 s~cond~. of. sp'~ech:
,,,;",'ott"., Th,','d.""'" "mh ,,, to "ff"", ""''';.,,,, ":,,,;:' )<J~bU~, th~\spe~~'h characteristics reJria:in.. to· be 'the' sa~e wfthou,t mu'~h Cha~g·e.·· ". ':
I~' ;rder ~o st~dY' ~_he ~peak,;;.~ll-;{;':i.O~f'I;tre,,~am~ s~.~t~ce. th/spe~:c'<'-,"
of the male speaker and a female spea~er 1s~also p llcessed U511tg the model.. ,',
.. Fig:. 5. 1~ a~d Fig. ,~. 14' . Sho~>~e." S,&;:J·nce.. :.;~~..:~at~ DOg' SPl"~en' b a~oth~t.. -.• ~ .•.
- rroa'e,spea~er and,Fig. 5.15 and Fig; 5",16 'show the·sa e sentence 5 oken
by. -a '~fe;;a'l'e spea~~~: : T~~ P~~';i nus 1y :XPl ~'~ne'd ~·ln9.ui s t:~ c, tate~~ri zatinn
ca~ be exte'nd'ed to.the'se:~unJl~~·spe·c;~ ~lso. :~~o;Pa:_ing, the'malr~oice'
jn;F~g. ~,l,3 ..and Fig, :~.. 13' Wf·t~· the female vO'i~~ ..i~ F.~~ ...5.15'.~f can b~
'. se~1) ~that 'the spe~tra1, 'forynant.' pe~.k,s of 't~e feina 1e voice· are cl oser' ,a~'d' the
"~~akS ~r~ st~6ng compajred ·to '~1'~ V01C:;~' ';pectrum.. 'The~e,'1.5 a'~apid/f~ll~ff
i:'n'·'~he rna.le- .spec'trum ~~erea'5 ~he~e 1~.n~ S~~h"f~l-~ for'.th~ :f~al~"s~e~~~~~_ ,I










































Thus .the "'ri~1n!l spect~jdes a ~\ear .visual picture of the temporal
a'nd spectral Char~cterlS'f.lcs·of speech.
5.4 SIGMAl PROm.SING
In the 51"gnal processing ~rried cut in this study. the data reduction
scheme using the orthogonal transfonl'l ,'Oiscrete Cosine Transfonn' (OCT)
. .
1s investigated. The outPlit ofthe filter detector when subjected to OCT
,. .' .
effecti~ely packs the data into ~ fewer number of lower channel~. One of
tile obj~ctt,vI!S in signal processtng using OCT Is to test if perceptually
relevantlnformatl11n is.packed 1n a suitable manner or not so that an
effective dat'a reduction tan be aC~iev~d. . 'j
. The si,9na1. pr1lcessj~ c~rfjed out ~s sl1Olf; 1';, the blah dlagram11ven
• 1" .








Fig ~. 17 Block. diagram of the. signa 1 p~CeSSing done "
The processi~9 i; curi~d cut and·Lo "diffe'rent studies· are""'dcne while
- ... ,. .
transfonning the fllter·detectcroutp.ut, viz., subjecting (l) the. log magr\l~ud~
. data lind (Zr~he linear data cif tile madel to dis~rete cosin~ transfcl'll; the








; the r~nnln9 sp:~~r pJot' 1s obtained to Y'lsua1l.ze tile temporal and
.s~t.ra' ~egradatlI and the O.utllu~ of th.e pracessed speech Is. reconstructed
for testing the ~nt 11Igt~111ty.of speech. .' '
. '. .[,
5.4.1 Log H4gn1tude Datl'Subfected to Discrete Cos int "Transform
The output of t~e filter d:teccor 'is subJel:ted to OCT and the slg~al'
r"eductton Is investigated by retiJ1~1.ng 16, 12. io. 8,6, 4,,3. or 2 components
of OCT", l~ each case the remafn.fn~CrpO~ents ~re set to zero.. After 'se<ttfng
the'necessary channels to zero the s\gnal is trans.f'ormed back using the IOCT.
"'[', The,output 1s reconstructed u51,ig' t;He method explaine4 before. The uriderllned
portf.on of the sentence Is used ro~ processing' viz .• ~~ Oog'. The
: .running spectrum represent~tion for ea~h I;;.ase is, shown in Fig. 5. HI to
Fig. 5.24. By'closel~ comparing the plots with toe ~~put' of the filt~r
stetect~r ;10 :.i~. 4.13.' the spectral and· temporal. degradation of the slgn,a1'
can be seen·as the number o(ch~nnels of d~ta retained is reduced. The
strong pMk' in biock 2 j~ degraded and th,; spectral- peaks ~an be' 'seen to be (, •
f1at\~nin~. The variation in shape is notfce'abte even though the basic form
remihs the same. Signal reconstruction using up to' channels of d~tli
indicates signal.degradatlon although' the temporal lind spectral c~aracterfstics
are preserved to some e~tent. But as the channels are reduced ,further the.
spectrum gets JlOOOthed~ 'wlth considera~le loss o'f ·info~tion.
In orde...... to test the intelligibility of the reconstructed stg~al. the
output of tile filter. detector, subjected to the 'OCT. isj~~~clfl'J ~~d
. taped; due to system limitations (See Section 5-6) the reconstj-u~tion'is .~ai'
,. -
frolll perfett - considerable pUlsaHon is present in the reconstructed.












































































.,' listener, l,·e.. , one wllo already knows' what '1s belrig'Sa1<f.' This is~true evim
.'; 'oihe.n:miiy fO~1' ctjannels ~reused in the reconstn;;'t~o~.: '~ut wlten ~he channels
'. are. red~C'e:d'f~~~~-e~-t'he s i'gna 1 '~a'nnot be~ 1d~n t 1fl;d~ The :n~ i~; i;td;othe;--'
disturbances iri.'the si<Jnal.have .to. be e11m1nated"1f. the synthesized output
is ~o be US~d for :percep'tua1 't;'sting" Neverthel~Ss, dat~ reduct.lon appea'rs.'
'to be Pllssible using the.transformation: fo'r speech recognition
.. ,...
The reconst.!".ucted :Speech signal and t'~~ mag~i~ude spectrum for:,eai:ti
, of the reduced-chann'e1 systems: described above are ·plotted.' Fig..5.2~ to
5.30 shows the prolesse",d. s~eech . signlll .and its mag,n,i 'tud~ .s~~ctrlJll. The:.
fig,ures .are· compared.with' th:,signal r.eco·nstr;u~ted uS,ing",6-chanrle's of'
da~a, (~i9. 5,25). l't, c,pn be noticed from the magnitu~e' spectrum ~~at'~the \
reconstru'cted Signal.. is' ,tott1J~, disto~ee~ for th~recopstructio~wl:th-c'l1annels
less.tlldn 6" The spectral energy' is considerably reduced and it can be
, ." . .
seen' tllat unwanted ~p~ctral in~ormat1o~ and ll?wer !"requen~y co~ents. 'are
in1;roduced: The slgna'l degradat~on.canilso 'be seen' f~ the time S'19na1
9ive~ ~n ~i9', 5: 2? to Fi~, :5:3Q.
.5.4~2 Linear Oata'Su!:i1ected to O'is'~~et~ Cosine ,Transform
In th.e 'seconq case the linear output of ~he filter detector !s
SUbjected 1;0 the OCT, (F,i9:S,31), 'It'is seerj f,rom.the'plot that t~e
. ,
!nformat1on is concen.trated {n th~ lower c~ann.e1s but not.i~ea~ly more
Infoi'lna:ti,o~ is' a~so ~v~ilabre in th:e'hi'gher ch~onels. as conipared.~ith
the plots. obtained using the J~garlthmi.(; datil.. jhus it, can'b? in~erred
.• that the OCT doesn',t concentrate l-in'ear ~ata ne~r1y a.s effectively" as
.1ogarl~hmic data .• When the reconstruction pr~cedure uslng;iocT is fonowea
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cal. speech, signal _reconstructed Ilfter'tranSforna\"
wfth 6 chanflels: .' .









Fig. 5.28 (e) Speech,signal reconstructed after transformat.lon with
4channeh.












, Fig. 5.29 (a) Speech signal. reconstructed after tran~fonr.atjon ·C.'
. with 3 channels, -
.(b) Magnitude spectrum.
.:..,;.










Fig. 5.30' (a), Speech signal r.econstructed after .transfonnation·

















...,(n9:.5.~2). 'Since 109arithm.ic·transfonna. tion eEr.;;~s:out th~ ti~ ;lgnal
~o'a'mcire smoothe" da~a the OCT with logitransfo ~ data.. concentrates the
infonnation more .fn the lower' Channel, t~an the' lnea.r data. The same
. . . j
channel cutoff followed for the lo~ magnitude data. are repeated "foJ;,
the linear 'data and the' signal processe~. Fig. 5,33 to Fig, 5.39 show ...
,the running'spectrum rep~esentat1on with.data retained In 16, 12; lQ,
.. ' ." 6, ...( 3. or 2 channels respectively, By c,?mpar~ng the running 'spectrum plots
" obtained, by linear and log magnltu,de da'ta trans'(orwat.1.on it can be seen
that dat~ reduction with logarithmic data gives: a better sp~tral
-. preservation wher 1ar~er,number of 'channels .are cut off but W.h~n fewer
channels ani cut o!f, the linear data ,gives better spectral."preser~ati,on.
The li~ear processed "data \1,5' .also r,econstructed (with data retal~ed in
16, 12" 10, 6 ari~ 4 c.~n~el,s) a~d taped for .int!!l1i9~bili:tY testlrig~
!he ,spok~ words are identified with data in only 6 cha,~nels
and with data in two channels the spoken' words 'cann!?t be ulllferstood.
The ti.me h1,5tor:y and the IMgnitud.e specirum of the ~gnai 'are 'gl~en
~n Fi'g. 5.40 to 5.4~ from which 'the distortion introduced in th.e
s;g']al due~ to ~~ta reduction can be seen. I '..
Comparing the signal reconstructed for the linear land the 'log
p.EP· e~sed d~ta wi~h 4 Chan,nels (Fig. 5.2,8 and' F;g. ,5.44), t'h';degraded '•
. sp~iral peaks are seen insp.ite of distortion in' the log processed dat~
b:ut :io '~he l,inear case the di~tortion is. more' pronounced. which lRa1ces.
d
One: other result that can be discussed 'regarding i~e transform 1,5: that the,
tr:ansfonn'ls speaker {ndepend'ent. In order to test this, the same sentence
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Ftg. 5.40 Speech slgnalreconstructed (linear-data) after transf-ormatlon
with 16 channels.
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5.42 (a) Speech signal rec:onstrvcted·(llnea"·d~t.l) arte.. transfonnatlonJ IIlth 10 channels. .
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mode). The running spectrlll represe~tation is already explai~ed in Fl'gs. :
1..13~ to 5.16. The filter' detector outputs are subjected to OCT 'and fig.
5.450 shows tt.e detector ~tput subjected to OCT for the ~le speaker _
~nd Fig: 5.46 shows 't~e-i'llt~r detktor o~;PUt sUbjecteG to -OCT fo~ the
f@lllle speaker. By colltparln~ t~e'iwo figures. 1.t ~an be. noticed that
irrespective of the speaker... the transforll forces the.data into the lower
. , .
cIWnnels and in both the case'S 90S of tne total data can be seen to be
concentrated in the 'lower'S to 6 chat'l~ets.
5,5 COMPUTER FACILITIES USED AND PROCESSING ~~£.
. . An~st of ,the ~~.k do~~ r.elated· to the research w~s " study ~f the
posslbiHties in speech'recognition f.or real tllM! implementation, a feal
time processing was no't att~pted at-th'is early stage o~ work.' ,The di9it~'.
bandpas,s filter'in the nndel were realized using the HP ~IC In HP 5451~
Fourie; Analyz~ Systell. The ~ystl!l:ll Is equiPped' with a disk. magnetic
tape storage, plotter' ,nd a screen dhp'lay; it Is a 16 bit machine with a
.321( core lflel!IOr~, perforlling mst of the signal- processing operations. The
ifllPl~tatlonofthendo\,lsst.ageslnthellOdel,therealt1.data
acquisition ~nd the reconstruction of the speech ~re 'done \,Ising the Fourier
keyboard program.
Thes1gnal-proctulng involved largerallOuntsofdata. Thealll6tlntof-
~a~a c~uld be estillllted as follows. The c~ntinuous speec~ sen~ence _~hat was
processed is 'THE WATCH OOG'GAV(A WARHIIiG GROWL'. This se~tence h;d 32
.diglt!zed bloc~s. of data with 4096 data points, fn each dl.ita block. 'Since
the data reductfon and processing were carried.out at the output of 'the












ne~ded to be proc~ssed was 512-blodslwHh 4096 diU points i~ ·Nell ~ata block. ~.;
ThtS" hive ~t of.d.lta ~eSSing ~!ldn't be done using th~ fOllrier
~alYUt·SYSUll d~e ~ IIIelJIOry limitations. Henee,~ Sl~al proce;sing
~~ .c.arried,~i.on .. Poi> '11/60. a iz b!t ·..ehine ~th ~56l core ~;.,..
Even Ii this s~.tem iteno":Y lI.fted-~· procMsing to 4 s~.h blocks
at a tiilll' .. This. procedure :US repeated 8 tlrles to completely -process the
sente~~e. ··The data representation '01 the rourie~ Analynr SystE'll and
the PoP 11/60 were dlffereJ: and ev~ry tia.e data is read~ln. it lias made
.c~p~tlble ~ith the PDP dat~ 'f~nnat. proC~S~~d ;lnd ~hanged to F~r'ier
'10nnat for f\lrther pTOcessin'g, Hence suftable .tape routines to read ~nd write
. the data were developtd u·sing FORTRAH·77. Each signal pro'ces!d!19 of the
'. co~tin~s sp~h sl!fltenc~ ·i~' data blocks) tOok 4P1lro'ximately 8 hours in the'
'PDP 11/69 sys'ten and 4 ~tlrs In the fDlJ:i~~ An~l)'l!r Syste-.totalllng n
kJlJrs of Prot·CMIn!f. .. .. .
. The ·runni 9 ,"pectrum plotting ViIS obtained using .the fourier.Ana·t12~r
Syste-'scre , !he fII"OCe~sed data from tile fourier was .lso plotted u~!ng
,PDP 1~/6O . .The plotting algorithms were .developed In FORTRAli-~7;-,
'5.6 ~IBLE5OURC(5.0F ERROR
As discussed prnlo~sly. the filter cllir~'cteristtcSobtained using the
p~yctlophys~cal experllltflts hne as)fIDl!trtc frequency response characteristics
wtler.eas in the desi9n. only II41imal~1 fJat response chilrlcter1sttcs were
considered. Besides this; the 30000 redulldant hair cells 'have been roodelled .
using only 16 channels, As tile model is 'jllljlleme.nted in software these




"The detector function' which Sea~le lI1O.delled with a diode, was IOOdel led
. using the absolute valllt! function. Since a virtually !Terfett reconstruction
of the Sl9~ai is pOssi.b,le" beforeJ~tecti?n. the exact characterfstW .
of the ea~' s lletectors. ~hoiJldbe examined 'fIIIre closely to see if. in fact,
better reconstruction may not be possible. '
Due to. }illitat ioos. in the Fouri er' Anal~zer'Systetll. in real time conver~ion
from ~digjta' dat~ to analog signal, the processed data couldn:t be taped
properly. The DAC available only provided 10 bit conversion; IOOreove"r
.',:"
when the data was output to it through an internal buffer, there oecured
~.' a de~ ay of approxi~telY '20 .'lIsecs bet~eeri bl~ck trans~ers 'dul!. to swltC'h-
~ver froo one buffer .to a· second one. ~h1s introduc.~d a 'Pulsatfon, in, the
:~on~e:ted ana.l~g, signal. ~r~';er .the proeessi~g was done I~, tw? .dlfferent
.sYstems. ~2.th different ~ata ·representations. This. effect .also introduced
noise' ~~.-the "Prl:"c~ssed ~.igna1. . In the 'reccinst,ructio'n, the ~~ul aHon
Introduc:~d a high, freq~en.cy tone. Because of these noise InterfereAce the
proc~s.sed signal could~'t be IJse<J for psychoacoustic testing for speech
.recogniti.on. But by list~ning to the processed sentence it ~as_ c;:lear
tliat the' message content· and th.e proper 1~f1ection in the slgna.1 was present
5.7 $UGliESTIOJI fOR Flf(URE WORK .
l ..' : , . :.
In the 'pres~t work most of the analys.ls done .in· the three ·stages. ViI.,
implementation of the nIldel. reconstructio.n ·antl $~9nal processing;. the
analys is was carr'ied out in a. digital signal. proc~s~ing perspective. It
was inferred from the lingulsti.c categorizilt·lon of. the speech, the linguistic
.~ .
j ~ .... :
146
.f'eatures were cl'early seen at the output ~of the lIDdel. In data reduction I
fromthereconstructedoutput,itwaseyident'thatinSPite,ofth~sp~nd
t~poral' degradation in the signal, the perce~tilal in(o~tion for
. ~;COgnition was present in the reduced' data. Hence a stuAy of th'~
variation of the 1ingu1st;c:fea~ures with data reduction, coul'cl be
done to ..derive the optimum values of the' features for. recognition
.,!~lnce ~st of the resear~II.,in this area are carr.ied out in recOl9n.lzing
r ., the linguist,ic features, "as i~ is considered to be the manner in\':thich
brain interprets the data). Use -of reconstruction based on signal modulation
. theory, anal YSI.s, based ,on s~g~al prO~,sSing a~d',an extensiV~ l;ngU;~ic.analYSi~
based on P~YChoPhys1cal ~periments may unravel facts in this, research
;are,a leading-. to a real, tir sp~eech recogrlition'with'reduced memory st~rage.
A,s such in this work, on1y'16,l/3 octav,e filters were used. Bu::
'this can be 1ncri!!ased to a larger number of.,f.ilte;s by 'reducing the band~idth
to' 1/6 or l/S octave' with,in ~he s,~eech' analysis ran,ge. This may ~ead
to a better reduced dimensi9n fo'r analysis,
'The OCT is applied and data r-eduction is based On 'thll variance criterion"
The er~r.introduc~d· due to set'ting of: c~annel; to ~ero depef1ds on the number
.' . 1.'
~f ~.hanne'ls ,cu~ off, 'One nw:asufe ofthe error ~,s tile' ~ean square error
criterion. It is suggested by Tribolet et, al, (1979) that' the mean square.
error triter'ion,is not the appropr:late .error criteri~n 'used for testing
i~ terms ~f'speech per'ception, Hen·ce.asuitable ~a~ure can be investigated
, " .
" to relate the'spectral degradation, to perceptual information degradation.
Theinfonnationreduet.lon'can further tie studied using this prOC1!dure




The..software ~del based on. human audition was bU~1l; to inve"siigate"
"the feas;'bilit~ reducing the dimensionality representation of speech.
t,h~ n:odel, paralled th~ Searle's har'~wa~e model, The so(tware model provided
· f\,eXibility to change the design characteristic1>,:and tl)e implementation
o.f th!! rood.el for resea~~... The ~utP~f of the model was subjected to' a
I I foear ~ransform, the discrete cosin.e transform to r~~uce the data to a
", " . . '.r1linillltJ~ number.,!f perceptually .im.portant .dimen~}.o~s. In-order to study an
'effective reconstruction proce~ure -for reconstructing the 'speechfrom the.
, .~'·'filtej.~, detec,ted and·transformed output of the lOOdel, t~e rodel was
.."tes~e~ ,i~:eac"h'sta~'eof ,;mPlelllentation for infonnation '-o;s. It~s
" ,,'" ' ' ,', 's~en t'~t even,' tho,u.g.h ,ther~ ...~as :!nfonnat~on loss in t~eroode~,' S~ffici.ent
~ .l~;~~~ati:on.-req'uited for·.re~.og~i;t~ori was av.ajla~l~ at the output of the
· rni:l"del. Severa1 a~pr<laches b~sed on signal ·pr.oce·ssing, techniques we~e'
i~vest'igated to'reconjtruct the spee~h '~o th~t an effective"intelligibility .





th'e outP~t ~~ the ~del~ith ~~~~. channel lOWf!r."c·utoff f:equency and ,by
bandpass f,iltering with the chlnnel bandpass filter for ~aCh channel in.
, . th~-model. " The co.ntinll~·Us· ~pe~.~h s~~tenc~ 'THE WATCH DOG GAVE A ~AR~I~G
'GR~l' was.an~lYZed,'~,ro!i=eSs;i:land reconst~llcte~ lnfo~('test,ing with a
~ew,tr:alri~d 1.1steners" led uS,to 6elieve'that It might be po~sible to
. recognize, speech with a m1n,iwm of three !)ut of slxte;n c,hann~ls, thus
,."iea.r,li-ng to a poss.ibility. of d'ata reduction-: Th~ effect oPspeaker varicltfon
o~ the> performance of th~ - ioodel was' also teste~ by processing a ma"e 'and
: a fer:na1e votce, and,'-ifa.~pea.red that the' transfonn ,is' ~peaker'fndepend~nt. Sut
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~SIC PROGIWflES USEO FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF, THE DIGITAL
BANDPASS FILTER AND L~PAS~ FilTER (DETECTOR STAci) IN THE fiLTER DETECTOR, It,
BAHK HODEL.
The following prograames Ire 11llplSleflted In' HP 54518 Fourier ~l)'zer
51ste-.
Thi, ~,t1"' "''''''~' th, "'ff,,,.~t,L.",,,d. or _.
fourth order Buttenoorth bandpass filter and obtains the impulse
response of the bandpass filter.
lPF.: T~;s I"OUllne ulcuhtes the coeffi'clents for the first order











































·R01.DIGnAL It'J>LF'J1EtITATIOtI Of THE SEAIlLE'S 1/3 OCTAVE
Rf.l'hl"I1.10l BANI( ~Ope:L BJ,.SEO ON ttUl'.;./l AlJl)I'TIOIi
R01,{~"'LC\.Il..;\lIOII Of" B,IJ:DPASS F'IL'TEIl ClJEFfICIEllTS
REll'IlOtJTDE: TO CJoLCULATE THE COEfFIClEfiTS rOil A CASCIJ>E
REI"hOF N ~'lH ORDER 6UT1ER\lORTH BAt:DPASS fILTERS .
1lD1.ECUA1IOtlS ARE ,AnER 'Alll'1f.D I. /lATARA"AW,OISCil:E"'!E
1lEl'1,SIGtlJJ.S & SYSTrJ1S.,1983J
PlUl'tt '\lou.o YOU L::r<£ 10 /lUll THE PlWOIlAH ~ 0;11"7 (NTEN I TO OIl'
rlJPVT 1.,1
IF "'1"1 Tt£ll lQ5e
ROllC0l1S1JJn V.u..1JE OE:CLARATIOIl
LET Pl"",141SQ
D!l1 Pt8. 1283,>i(8, 128).0(17.8),'1'(8, l2!ll.::ce.128J
P.rt1 \/C8,17.8).\,C8,128)
RQ1,TtlE /.AAAy snE ACCOMPI/IG TO THE SET BLOCK 5...t:E
u:r 03"8
PlUm 'PLEASE ItiPUT THE LO\;ER C1JT Off fllr.CUEIIC'Y·
IliPVTF'1
P!Ut'o"T '",:!) NO\l TtlE U?PER CUT OFF FREourJIC"!'"
DPL'T F2 .
PlUfJT ~LEASE IJlP:UT THE tlO. OF 8tJTTERIoIORTHS Iii ColSCAOE,"
.. I/f"UT"tl










PRIm 'THE 8MIDP.t.SS 1'"I1..TEP: COEFFlc.IEllTS"
,;>fum
PRIltT 'THE tlllHERJ,10R COEI'"FICEllTS'




FCR ":-1 TO I'










360 PRIm '"TilE" I:JAI:OP"I.S.S FILTER PQll:lMltlATOil COE"F'F"IC1ENTS'
3&6 PRIm , •
35·/' REl1,O(x),COI'I$1 HRtl,EUC),C(lE"F OF 1.'":.,F'CK),COEF" OF" "!:""C-2)
348 R01,SCI""'COE!" Of'" -Z_C-')JHCr::).COEf'" ,Of'" Z,,"C-4)
:i,1iI PRDiT 'OUO·i·e:C10·.'FCr::)·.'S(.K)".'HCr::)·
3/~ PRIm
" '75 FOR r::"1 TO '1 .,
3lW I.ET T20-CC2"CX..N)-t)"PI)/C",,,U)




430 I.E"!'" F":r::J-ce ~ ...~.."' C&·2..\I3_2»/PI






7'''' REl1.'!t!E"f'"OlAUr.R ICEYOOAiUl' PROBRA/'I IS USCI TO COl.l.r.tT 1824
7Qt; Rf'.'l,POIIIiS OF OAT.l.. TltE SAtU'I.lNQ: PAAN1ET~S ARE S£l ON TtlE
880 REt~,COh'TRDI. PAUEL. '!HE ,,FOUfUGl KE't8O.l>RD PJtOGRAJ1 RESIDES III
8C6 R~,R£COiU) tI OF TttF: pRQMNl AREA Itl n£ DISK J:& DATA .IS $lORED
Inlil Kai,m RECOftt) or THE PATA JJIf'.J. IN THE 0:ISf:.
816 PIUl:l




836 PR.::;rT "HE: ElLO~ snE IS '!/oKfX TO aE 102ol'
,"II . PR.::NT
8~1iI I.ET J,!4-Unol
= ~~,~A:E~ IU«R 'III£RE III"UT PAT} IS $lORD IS , I)
:: ~,~~ TI£ F'OUR.IER OATA INTO THE flAS±c: J.PAJ.Y IN
8M ROh,nnE:8E:R tORtlA'! ..
S;1iI LET A,'_I
88IiI CAlL OQ:EADCPCI.I'J.KClJ.A"'.A8.A7)




Q20 RE:H.~lNE: 'to COtNEIlT nE FOUiUER DAT... CMEGER FORI'tAT>
026 RO"Di "l'He: BASIC /JNUY TO FI.OATIMIJ f'OD(f F0RtIA1 F'lm SASIC
838 ilEM.PHOGiUoH ~HIPlI..A'!IOI" 1HE ROlJTn£ HANPL£S 8L0CIC S~E > 2SlIE-- ~. ~*:~;~J~"~clJ~~-'"
QG8 • LET. 1<""'.
870 LET .l.a-8




"86 PRntT 'IIiPUl TO THE STAGE"tIO, I"
filte Plum
QQ.D fOR I-e TO AO .
1~ CAU. DeEHPCI,IJ./(CIJ;I.8J.1.8>
181'1 LET 82-,4,8oo.J







llOO REl'toPIUNT THE VALUES.IN THE lNPUT OATA ARfU"y
Illl lET';"j
Illl> fOR 1( .. , TO Ct
1128 PlUm J.JC,XC<J.KJ
1126 NEXT K ~ .
lise A01'ROIITDlE':To RE.loLnE "THE 8AHPPASS ....IllER F'UNCTICN
II sa REI'1. THE It'Ttl SEC'TION HAs THE FOll-OUVIl'. TIWlSFER fVNCTIOtf
1182 REI'1, "'(K)+BCK)"l-~2+t(K)'''I''-''
.1178 RO'!> -------------------.,,--
lias ROl, O(KJo-£CK).Z""-I+FClO ..Z...-2+l:(I().Z.....'.HClO.Z--04
ila2 REM.
lIas "REM,!F XW) A1i[) yeN) ARe THE INPUT AND OUTPUT OF T~ K'TH
12ge: ROhS£CTrat. TI1E FOLLO'JDU' PIFFE:ilEta EOUATION IS SJoTJ:SF"lt:O
1282 RD'l1 ,
1.21 ~ Rf'l'1, y(N,) .. t/O(IO.U.C,().XCN)+8C'() ..XCt+-2)+CtIO.XCt.....)-EC/C).'l'CN-j.)
1228 REH. -r(IO.Y(N-2)-GCIO.Y(~3)-rt(K)"Y(~)
1222 PEHI




:=. t~ ~~~~::~~~:~?:: ;;~~~;:~~: ~ I J-ECICJotOt2J-FCjCJItQC 1J
127B"" . "LET QC"J"ACICJ.XC 1. "J...sCKJ.X(;..I. 2J-f;CICJItQC3J-FCKJttQC2J-GCKJ.QC 1J
1273 ROt.
12~ FOR Zool TO D3
12Q8 FM Joo6 TO 128
1388 LET tllooACKJ.XCI.,Jl.SCICJ.XCI.J-2hCCKJ.XC1.J-"J
1318 LET NI-!tKJIOQCJ-1 J+fCKJ_QCJ-2J+QCKJttQCJ-3J.HC"::JItQC,J-,,J
1328 LET QC,Jl ..(I/DCJ(J)."II-NI)
1330 HEX! J •
1333 REJoll




137(1 Ll!;'T 1'r.!00ACKJ.XCZ.I. IJ..eCKJ.XCI.127J+CCI().XCI.126J
\388 LET II2"ECl(l-<!C l'ZSl.fCKJ_QC 127J.OCItJotOC 128J+HCKJItQC I26J
1381iJ "Ll!;'T IJ[JJ"(l/DCJ()_(M2-f','2) ,
138'3 1tEl'4.
'56
,.1. LET ...."".m.'..,••"'""CZ. "".c"".m.""
10418 l.ET o'f3-ECIC)IOOCIJ+f'CKJooOCI28J+GCI()IIQ(I'27)"HCICJ.QCl26J;g ~g,QC2J-ClI00m.(ff3-NS) .
1138 1.ET I'l4-ACKJIIXU+I.3]+I!C):J.lo:C.bl.I]..CCI(]IIXCI.127J·
, .."'" LET N~[K]IOQ[2]<tf'[K].Qtl].,.GCK].Qi:I28]+HCK]JtQCI2n•
I~ LET oc:n.( lIDCI(J)IICH4-tl1' •
1453 ROil •








1500 FOR I"\ TO P3
1610 FOR,)oo\ TO 1211




16&8 REH.Rl:JJTINE TO CONVERT THE BASIC ~y DATA" TO IlfTEGER
::: ~~~T FOR ~I~ TO FOOlUER DATA "fCK
1858 PlUH'l' 'OUTPUT OF Tt£ FIlTEA-OUTPtrr OF CASCAO£D STAGES,'
~= r~.Jool ' \
1t170 LET 1<"'"
1880 FOR 1-8 TO ;.s
lGGO 1.ET lJ2ooAQ-.J








1781 REf1.PRIll'T THE OllTP\JT-PATA·IN THE 8J.SIC J.AA.l,.Y.
1782 LET .,)001
1783' I"OR l<ool TO CI
1786 PRINT ..J.IC;VC,J.IC:!
1718 NfJC'T; IC '
17&e REf1,l'Ool OISP1...AY Tt£ PATA IN TtE ~c ARMY



















RD1 .....RIT£ 'THE MPUT OA,U Otl TO THE oJ,n AREA DI THE OIS'S
p,"", .




,.;uHf 'OATA IS STOROI IN THE DISK· DATA .AJla"',e:,,
P$WIT .











-0 CAlJ. SCDR(6) ~ .. '.--/
IS REM' PROI3.o\RAH LPF.8AS r':~ :~:~i~r~II~::L=A~;~~T~~~~~~~~ OClr
26 REM. . ,
3j3 REI1.ROUT,ThE TQ I"INtl Tt£ ClOEr.AHO TO 1I1Plnterr THE fIRST
~ :g::~~e:;gpi:~~~Li~'\~oc;~~~~~~~~~ir.tOLLOIl~
42 ROl,
sa PRINT 'WOll.O YOU LIKE TO RUN THE PROGRM OR EXIT? ErlTtCR I TO EX!T'
60 lWUT AI
70 . IF At'"' THEN 1G6(l
: ~~';~~;:~S~ALUE OEa.AR~T1ON
100 DIM PCI6.121S1,XCUI. t28J.QC128J.YCI8. 1283.208, 1283
120 RE:I1,THE ARRAV snE Acc::oRPINS"TO THE stT 81.OCJC snE
122 LETD3"UI
126 Plum 'PlEASE If>I>U'T 11£ LO\IER CUT Off FRECJJENCl' It! liZ·
·t::---'-- ~_.:.._12'__INPUT-rt .
139 PlUNT ,,.AI'I> NOli THE UPPER CUT Qrr F"REOU01CV'
1~2 X"!PUT F2
136 REHoTD roo THE RISE T1J'IE Of THe; LOW PASS FILTER
:~: tg ~::~j;.:f'Z)/2 ,- I
1'13 RD1.THE CCtlSTMOT 4."8 -IS OBTAIN(£) F"l=lClM 'H£ DESIGN COrlSIDERAUOI'!
1'15 LET Te.... ,s..ts
He Rf)1,TO' fDll THE: CUT OfF'fREWEtlCY OF THE l.O\I PloSS FILlER
Ise LET Fs..c.'5/Te) .
ISS pR!l'n 'PLEASE II>I'UT Tt£ SAt1PL..IIH. fREQUENCY IN HZ.,'
157 INPUl f3 .
2.00 RP:t1,TO CAlC\ll.AU': "THE; tUltRJroTOR AND DtHOtt!tIA"TOR COE!" CI",
210 RE1'hLOlJ PASS FIL'l'ER TRANSFER flmCTION.
211 Plum




• 23S PRIN'T 'Hte: tIUr.ERATOR' »Il OENC/iltIATORCOt"
2..w l.ET .....\11/(\'/1.1> .
246- LE"T .BooC\./1-l)/CW1 .. l)
250 ;-RItrf
260 PRINT ' J. •• ' 8 '
266 PRIIn
~i: ~~A,.1l I
78e REH,THE F'CUlUEi\ I(E'lBOARD PROSR:.n IS USED TO COl.LECl 2D48
7G1> RElhi'OIN"TS OF O...T.... THE: SAhPLDlli PA,RAKETERS ARE SET al THE
__se0 REtttCOOrROl_p.ArIEL.:_THE10VlU'ER_KEV8IlARD...PlWQlWLRES.UlfS_:!IL.-- ' -----
0&6 REH,RECORO 0 OF' THE PROOllMl AREA DI THF. OISK " O...TA IS STORED ~
IJlll1 REH,ItI RECOlW I 01" THE DnA AREA nl 'THE DI61':.
1"5 PRINT




"" """" .SS6 PRIN'T· .... i'HE BLOCK SIlt: IS UleDi TO BE 2.048"
... PIWlT
!He L.ET M-2048
86e L.ET AGo-A4-I. . •
(l55 RD1,ll£ RfaJ;lP. l'LttlfR \/IIER£ Ii'PIJT O'ATA IS SiDRa> :IS , Iil
eeo LET AS-O
.,.,6 RDhREAD Tt£ FOURIDt O'ATA INTO THE BASIC ARRAY IN.
l!IlHI RD'l,rN"l'E6ER FORttAT
S76 LET ,"7-\. .
888 CAll. OREAPCPCI.IJ.KtIJ.AIl.A4.A7)
881 RD'l.tJO'j DISPl.AY ll£ OATA IN Tt£ ItASIC' ARRAY
esw CAU. DSPLY<PCI.1J.KCIJ.n,As.9)
gee PAUSE
. .'lIB CALL.. NODIS
lil29 RDl.ROO'fINE TO calVERT Tt£ f'OUUER DATA UtlTEGDt F"ORIt.I.l)
Q26 REtt,m THl!: lM8:tC IoRRAY TO FLOATJ:NG POXNT F(RtU,T FOR eJ.S.IC •
.:: :g::~~~I:U~~£S~INE:HolHDLES IJUlCI( snE :> 268
liHllJ REH,COlSTANT VALUE DECLAIUTIOH





QI8S PRINT °DlPUT TO THl!:.STA9E NO,I"
9IIle PRIm ,"
GGe FOR r""" TO A6
Ieee e.u.L OOE'TCPCI.IJ.Kt\J.I.BI.AB).
1919 LET D2-~













::: :i::RCUTINE TO. REAU'ZE: ll'E.L:OIFASS fu:rER FUlClI~
11046 REth




11111 RIlf,If" )((N) AND YeN)' ARE :rttE ItI"UT 10K) OUTPUT
..' 116 R!H. THE. Fou.OIlINll OIf'f'EREJ:ICE EQUAT.IQ.l IS 8,ATISflEP
, \
160
-'11&0 Rft1.IlaG REM. 'fnD- A"X'N)"A"XCN-l~-B"Y'N-l)
1190 REM.
\200 LET aCl)_",,,>:CI,l)
1210 FOR I .. 1 'TO 0'
·1220 FOR.,J" 2 TO 128
12'" LET "Q(..Jl_.....XCI• .JJ.." ..XCI• .J_IJ_s..aC.J-I)
12-40 NEXT J •.
1260 FOR 1..-\ TO 128
1260 LE'r YCI,LJooQCl.)"
1270 ND:T L.
1280 ;:1'" I .. 1>3 THEtl l3ee
Jir~ ~~:~~::X::":l;:::::c:~:::.o:::FI~INF~HATION \ :.
:~~: :::~~~~ :a~bO~~~"~ES~O~"') , CALI8lUT~, U~-4).' F'l~~Q c10~' .
1326 U:T Uri)" 2046 .
1339 LET U(2).~" -16
1335 L.ET U(3) .. 32767
134lil LET U(·4) .. -+8
1346 L.ET U(I;) .. rtl
\35(1 CALL flXCCUC I J) , . '.' •
::: :::~~~F6~ ~~~~ETg~~;~~~T~L6~ZNTE9f:R
1568 PRINT . '. - .
::: ~~ 'O~T'Of' TH~ flLTER-ouTPUT Of CASCADED STAaEs,· .
1669 LET ,J-l
1870 LET j("1il
lase FOR I-e TO AS
• Jsge LET B2-Ago,.J
liOO IF 1-82 THEt-; 1720
1719 • GQTO 17"9
1729 LET """" .
1730 LET .,1_.1.. \
IHa LET "'-1(..,
I7se • LET B3..Vl;.J.KJ
l7Be CAU.. OP1)TC2CI.lJ.Il:CIJ.I'.83.A8)
11813 NEXT I /
l78l REH,PRINT THE roTPUT DATA IN THE "ASIC ARRAY.
1782 L.ET.J"I
1789 FOR K"I TO Ct
178li PlUNT J,K.VtJ.KJ
17eB NEXT K .
17"1'1' REl-IINO\! onPLAY THE-DATA IN THE flASIC AR!tAY
---~-::::-f5ffi-·Ttt; OUTPVT-Or-nc-rnTER Is-~ispu.Y(l)'~-----.-~-'~-








IBlilO· REl1.i,,,UTf; THE OUTPUT DATA ON .10 THE DATA AREA IN 1l£ DIS!(
18Q1 PRINT .
Ule&) PlUNT 'TYPE THE REt:DIW NO .. \/ttER£ THE DATA IS TO BE STOR£D'
HilS If'If'UT f1.. ,. •
Ina ·CAlL t>IlRITC2Cl.IJ.KCll.a4.""'.A7>::: .~= ·elu. IS STCRED rH'THE DISK DATA All:EA.· ;84
lass PRINT .
le~ PRIHT 'IIHERE·\lOULD.,oo l.D(£ TO STOR£'THE DAn DAlA?'















FOURIER K"EYBOARD PRO~RAMMES USED IN THE ~IGITAL IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE SEARLE'S MODEL BASED ON HUIolAN AUDITION.
These prograrrrnes ar£! also implemented in the HP "5451B ~urier Analyzer
....-.~tem.
,.
l. Real "t111e ~ata acquisition, l"f
2. Ge~era:ion of the impulse resp.o.nse for realizing the bandrass fflter
tnpu~/output equat'lon.
3.. fourier pro~ram to inplJt t~e impuh~ res·porise.
4. ~Yerlapp;n9 .input 'd~ta block. '>





7. tilter bank sunnation with alternate channels phase s.hifted.
's. Extracting .the data for conversio~ to analog signal.
9. Digital to analog signal conversion .
. 10. .Generation of till. sinusoidal carrier frequency for reconstruction,
11._Reconstructionof theoutput'of therodel.
.12. Plotting prograiTlTle .
,.
163
nas APPE/'I)IX arve;s THE I!'IfORTANT fCMU£Jl KEYBoARD
PROG/UHHES USED :IN THE OIGnA.l. II1PLEJ'tENlATION or THE
SEARLE'S HOOa BASED ON HUl'IAN AUDITION USINS ltE
tIP S-4S1B FOURIER ANALVZER sYSTDl
REAl. 111'1£ DATA ACOUISITION
CO/'l'lAND USED 70 ACQUIRE THE REAL. Tll1E DIGITAl DATA.
THE COt\KA!'I> IS USED AFTER SETtING Tt£ NEt.ESSARY
SA~LING PAlUIlETERS AT THE fRONT PANEL Of THE
FOlRIER ANALYZER SYSTEM .
N' ,NO OF SPEECH PAn BlOCt<S TO BE DIGDIZED "
lIS 22 \GEI£RATION OF THE IMPULSE RESPONSE FOR ...
REA1..IiING THE BA/'()PASS FnTER J:NPUT-ol1l;PUT
EOUATIO!'l .
-. ,. ,:: ..". f ..l~ ~.. I. lho fr.q_v ,... ".' .
. ~o~:o:::n~I::~h:r"~~m:~~:~n<;y '29 ~H:l) \
FOLRIER PROGRAH TO Dl'UT THE IMPUlSE RESPONSE
. THIS PROGRAtttE IS CAlLED BY THE BASIC PROGRAM IIHICH
REALI'ZES THt BANDPASS FJ:LTER. THIS PR06RAH RESIDES :IN

















OVERU.PPlNS TH£ lNPVT DATA. BLOO: r •
I nus PROGIW9tE cxtlVER1S THE OIGITnEP DF'UT~.nA BLOCK .
I Of 8LOCX SIZE 2848 TO A BLOOC SIZ&-CF ..886 OVERLAPPING
I _ f!R ll£ DPLD1fJlTATION Of' Tt£ HOOEl..
N : No or dot. bloclw lo b<I proc:_."
REC ..._d,....,...,.. onlh. l ....."or4lOd/..,.lt•
, L •S KS ..
.' KS .. REC
H, .. , 2840
"
y 0823 • REC
23 Y 30'. ,
"
KS 12
















Df'I..QlEHTAUON (E THE F'D..TER P£TECT(II:
THIS PRlJIlOR,VI£ JHl'UTS' Tt£ DIGITIZED SP££01 "DATA
BLCO:.COtMll.VES n IIDH THE BAN:lfJA$S flI..TER DIPlLSE
RESPONSE. fINDS Ttl ASSCl.UTE HA&NITt.IOE: VAlUE.um 1
CDNVOI.YES IT \lITH THE LOlIPASS rn..TER ~SE
RESPONSE.Tt£ OUTPUT THJS OBTADfI) :IS'STORED
IN THE HAfiJ£TZC TAPE. ' .
NFLTR ,NO OF FIl.TERS IN Tt£ HODEL
NREC , 8ECORD t4JHSER \/HERE IHPULSE RESPOO$E:
llfSPONSE IS STORED
REC , RECORO NUHBER TO READl'oIRrrE THE DATA












































THIS PROGRAHltE :ItPLEHENTS THE FILTER BANK AND
SUHS THE OOTPlIT FOR CONVEIISIOO TO ANALOG SniHAL
REC , RECoRD NUJ1~ER' ON THE TAPE TO READ/IiRITE ~:
C NRi; ~T~~~ NUltIER "'HERE BANDPASS :IHPULSE Rf;SPONSE
NFLTR. NlRtlER OF rIlTERS IN 1li£ "HODEL
NTIHE5' NUtIIER OF DATA BLOCKS TO 8E PROCESSED,
, L •5 B5
..."
• y em REt,. y
.'" RE',. L ,
22 CL 2'
2. Y .,,,3. X> ,



















FILTER II~ SUttlATJ:ON \lITH AL1ERNA1E CHANNaS
PttASE StiInEf
REt , RECORO NUHllER ON 11£ HAGNETIC TAPE'TO REJJ>/\lRITE








































EXTRAC11H6 THE OAT... feR CCl/VERSIOH TO
AHA1.(l(;SISNAl
THIS PROGRAM EXTRACTS THE lXlAAECT DATA BLOCll: Of .
:t~~~ ~~;~~GI~~~~~~ Of
4695 fOR DIGITAl TO »IAJ:.OG ttmERSICJ.l
HTD1ES 'NU~ER OF 51'£Ectl DATA BlOlX$ TO lIE ~OC£SSED















I DIGITAl. TO AHALOQ S.ISHAl· CONVERS7ON
I
I nas PROGIWiHE MPUTS .THE PROCESSED SPEECH DATA
I llUJCl( THRaJl;H n£ DIGITAL TO ANALOG COHVERlUI: ../Ill THE
I .uw...06 SIGNAL IS TAP£l)
I







: . 6Et£RAUOH Of THE SINUSOIDAL CARRl~ F'REUlJEHCY
I THIS COHlWI)S GEt£RATES THE SDI./SOIDA1. ~AAAIER FREOUfNCY
. I USED FCA: 'THE RECCtfSTRUCTIOH OF THE SIGNAL FROl'l 'rHE
I OUTPUT OF THE FD...TER DETECTOR
x • eFe It 28<48;/11/1900 •
X I PARAI1ElER f~ QEHERATING THE DESIREO FREOUENCY
fa" DESIRED CARRIER ,FREOUENCY
20<48 , REAL DATA POINTS


















J RECONSTRUCTION OF THE OUTPUT OF THE HODEL
•
THIS PROGlUHtlE HOOULATES THE OlITPUT Of THE fILTER
DETECTOR 'lITH THE SINUSOIDAL CARRIER fREOUENCY
, REC : RECORD, NUXBER TO READ/\/RITE THE DATA
NREC " RECORD NUHBER \/HERE SINUSOIDAL CARRIER
NF~~Q~~~R ~~ ~i~~~~s IN liHE IiODEl
NTIHES , /'fJt1BER Of SPEECH IM'TA BLOCKS TO BE PROCESSEO
I L •S· BS ,..., y 882' REO,. Y 88" REO
"
L I
2S HS SI NREC
2B L 2
. S2 HS II
















II Y 5809 0 I
Ii Y 581'1
L8 '( 5887 -1
2<4 Y 5805 1 see
27 y 58e" lees see
31 Y 6800 I
'S F
.," lP
.:"S y. 5810 11il8a ,8
47 Y~"





FORTRAN. 77 PQilWK.S ~EO IN SIGNAl. PROCESSING - MTA RElOCTION
lISING OISCRETE COSIN[ TRANsrORM AND fOR OBTAINING THE RlJlNING SPECTRUM
Pl.OT.
These pro~rarnnes are used 1n PDP 11/60 llIin'ClIIlIputer.
.,
..
I" FTREAD: This ~utln(! reads: the "Fourier Analyzer" processed data
(implementation of the r:ndell and transfoms it into
readable po'p 11/60 dah. for subjecting the :ata to data
~?ubtion using discrete cosine tran~form.
.4P
Z. FTPROCESS: This routine reads the data 1nto an array and subj~ts tile
log magnitude dna to data red4ction using discr~te cosine
transfo~. The reduce4 dat. Is reconstructed using inverse
discrete cosine tran5(01'1ll and is stared as dua files.
J. FTWRITE:. Thls l"Out1ne transfers the processed data to Ngnetlc tape
as.';Fourt~r readable dau for'recon~truct1onusing Four,ier ,
Analyzer systell.
4~ .PLOT: Tills routine reads the filter-de'tector output and plots the




"5.- LPlOTJOCT: This routine reads the·fllter detector OLltput and sUbjects
the log r.agnftude data to data re~uction using discrete
cosine trans.fol"ll'l. The t'ransfol"JlE!d data is reconstructed
using inverse discrete cosine transfOrtl and used to plot
the run~n9 spectrum" to V!S;aliZe the tem~oral.and
spectral characteristics of speech subjected to data
reduction.
\
6. ORTH:. This routine is Ilrttten to test the orthogonal property





nas ROUTINE READS HASTAPE DATA fROt1 "THE FOURIER ANALYZER
AS 8S 4096 AND TRANSFORNS IT INTO READABLE PCPIlIB0 DATA
AS DIRECT ACCESS RECORDS Of RECORll LENGtH 512
I"OR EACH TAPE8LOCK
.. ROO A fll..De!': OF DATA co.r"",llJ
.. RE'JERSE THE BYTES IN THE BLOCKIIlRD 'SIZE
" EXTRAC~HE SCALE FAC-rOR .. CALI6RATOR
.. AClUAL. DATA - (FllU~~ OATA"CA\I)/(:32767..327&\~.l'h'''SF\I
:EP~~E~ T::O~~t. ~o X'~RECT ACCE~ F.:ILE - .~. .
. INPln' FOUlIEIl: BLOCKSIZE
REe tiD ON THE TAPE III£RE DATA IS·TO BE READ FROM
·(Sl".,...d In dala' fll .. 'FTREAD.FTN')
DATA fILE /tiME TO STME THE'OATA.
~~A~I~~T~~~~U~~ERBE:TR:r:SFERn TO OISK •
OUTPUT, REAOABLE POPll/6t'l DATA F1LES FOR PROCESSl,NG
6YTE' TEHP,,8UfC8Z00)
-INTECER DATAC~l00)
:i"N'TEGER eLKS!:'., ! (. Bl..OCKSIlE 'J:N BYTES .)






NUN .. I 1 (STARTING ROC NO)
NREC .. 4 I ( NO OF SPEECH DATA BLOCKS :>
INP!Jl THE PAlIAME1ERS
OPErlCU'UT"'3,NAME.. 'FTREAD .DAT', T'YPE.o'OLD')
READC'3, .. )t4'EC,IDUIl
CLOSECUfI.IT~j)
TYPE_, 'T:HE NO OF SPEOCH DAU 8LOC~S TO ,liE TRANSFEREO. ',tUlEC
TYPE_, 'THE FOUlUER IIlOCKSIZE IS ~eij(\"
TYPE','THE DATA FILE IS ASSIGNED IS : SPEC.Df!.T'





NPTS - CBLKSIZ-i;>/2 ...•.•
T't~E ", 'NPTS ~ '.NPTS
NaLOK .. 512
• NSES u ~BLKlNBLOK
CALLI".AGI"IAG
~ ~H ~~~:~<HPEC) ~
CALL STAI"IAGeJREC.ISTAT)
· IIRITEC6.300) .; '.
F'ORHATC/.1OX. 'Rot.JUNE. TO READ OA1A FROM HAGTAPE',/n
\o'RITEC6.302).· '.
FORItIlT<SX. 'MAGTAPE REC NO .') "
lJRITECB•• ,tftC • .JREC
· READ THE T~'~At~ REVERSE 'THE B'l'TES"a, riND.
OPENCL..fi..liT';7.NAME"·SPEC· ;ACCES~'DIREC:T' ;STATUS.·..NE.\l~, .
\ RECOROTYPE-'FIXED' .FORM-'UNFORMATTED' ,RECL-SI2)
DO 213 LL .. ',/lREe " '-.
DO Ie J .. I.NFlfR
CALL RLBHAGCaUf,BL.KSIZ)
DO 12 K .. , • BLKSIZ .2
TEMP" aUFOO
8UfClO .. BUF'e!!:+!)




I ' ..SHIFT Sfll RIGHT 6 BITS TO GET SCALE FACTOR .. ).
I' SfU" IISl-FT(SF\o',-S)
SFIoI - SF\l/B~
'lI~ITE THE -DATA ~o DIRECT ACCESS RECClRD
00 1<1 KK .. I.USES
00 16 r .. I,NHlPI':
KO .. (NBLOKItCKK-l)-..I) .
FLOAT .. fLOATCDATACI<O))
ACTOATC1 )_( ~FLDAT"FL OAHCAIo'» / CFACT ItFACT» It Ie. ItItFLOAT(Sf\!)
CONTINUE
~~~T:(~U~:~"NU~)(~CTOAH to. H:o 1.' IlBLDI<.'
CDmINUE
TYPEIt, 'NO OF FILTER OUTPUlS READ IN" ,J
CDNTIfllJE
NUl" NUH-l
TYPEIt,'NO OF SPEECH DATA BLOCKS ROD IN,',LL
TYPEIt, 'TQTAL NO OF RECORDS TRANSFERED ,',NUl
WRITE(6,3l0)







--- , .......---....... -..-......,.~.




















THIS ROUTINE: READS, THe: rIlTER OETECTOR WrPUT OAT A ~ROH THE.
DIRECT ACCESS DATA ".ZLE .un) STORES THE OHA IN THE ARRAY. THE
OUA-..!N 11'£ ARRA~'·I~,..SUlJf;CTED 10 DCT,TKE ~EOUIRED NO OF
CHANN(LS:ARESET TO -ZERO AND THE DA,TA IS SUBJECTED TO",IOCT
1,1£ PROCESSED PAolA IS \IIITTEN .~N TO A DIRECT ACCES;.DATA ,,".I.LE ..
Itf'1J1 'tlo or ch'!n.... l. lo b:" ..I. to ~~o •









N1J'l.~ 1 'lC.STAR'tIIIG.R(C NO FOR OA,lA RETRIEVAl)
NSTO"· 1 ".51ARTING REC NO FOR STOR,INtn
ZERO - 8.0
~~:l."..~(~~9~1~~~~A~~~~ ~gC~~,~~R~ PROCESSED)
!'IzERa _. 14 1(1'10 .OF COMP SET'TO ZERO;,..,.......--
ItI'lIT THE"PARAHElERS
. . . ' - ,
TYPE", • NO OF SPEEcH DATA BU;X:XS TO BE PROCESSED:' ,NREC
TYPE-, 'THE DATA IS RETRJ[VEP ,FROIh SPEC.OAT'
TYPE_. "& STORED IN, PROCESS_OAT' "
TYPE_, 'ENTER THE NO Of" CHANNELS, TO BE. S~T TO 2ERO,' ,tlZERO
IlRITEC6.300) >
FtRl'IATC/,10X, 'DATA PROCESSING ROUTINE',/'I)
IIR!TEC6,5£i2J . .....,
FCIltIATCS:X, 'NO Of" CHANl'£LS SET TO ZERO" "J
IIIUTEC6,_JN2ERO "
~PEN(UN:I~~~~~~~:'~i;~';~~~~~~::~~A~i~~~~~t~~;2J
OPENCUNIT.e,NAP1E-'PROCESS', ACCESS.. 'D:IRt:CT'. SlATIJS"'NE\I'~"
I RECORDTVPE.. 'FDEO', FORH-'UNF"ORtU,TTED' ,REeL-SUp
ROO THE DATA ;IN TO TI-£ ARRA:Y
: :~: ~~: ::=~ (.




Ir ~, r(-_/ ..
\0.., "'\
"8






fINO OCl'COEFS Of THE OAT'" 'IN. THE> AllR.AY













9(lt) .... (0.<4' 421'$6/FlOATCNFLTR».SUl1I)
~~H230~I\l7 2.NFLTR . "
. -, ~E~ ~ ~(~~:$t6:T(tHht. ).F~lCK~1).PI )/(2 ......t.OAlCNF~~Ri)
XI. "'COSCft£lA)
lOt .. A(IO.I1) ..XA
E:~fc:::OAT(~LC~2)
coN:rINUE -.
DD 50 It .. , .NFLTR
AUI).IO,:,I'lO() ICO.,,,,,,,
C~TD'tJE . ~ .
• SET 11'£ pCT CO/'lPCl'IENTS !O ZEllO ·FOR D~TA REDlJ:TION
HSET' .. Hf'LTR-NtERO+ I
DO -35 10 - 1~t<BLOK













· NO,., ,. NUtt.NS£G" ,
2~OHTINJETYPE., 'DATA IS READ INTO ARRAY.FOR PROCESSING'
. T PE_":"FOR SEG',.. SPEEctlBL0o;l' ,.J.J.KX
, 0














axe .. ' (1 ./1.4112r3in_ACID,1O .' .. , .
;~\e:.. 2.NFL;R. '. '. ,', .
THET.... ' .. (C2 .•fLO,Al(lt-1 '>+1 "IOfLOATCI(-1 ).Pl)/(2 .IOfLOAT(!'f'LTR;»
ex· .. ACID.IO.COSCTHETA1:> " I .
~~~U~X"'SUl13 . ;' , '
8CM) .. Sxe+Sl»t3
CONTlIiUE .
00 90l(" I,NfLTR ' ,-,
. ACID.IO .. ~(K)
CPN'TI1fUE
CONTIIfIJ( -. " '.
lYPE.;"DATA III THE ARRAY IS' PROCESSED,IOCT,'
.TYPE','fOR SEG I. SPErcH BLOClC' .,JJ,lQl;'





".00 51 10 .. l.• NIIlOK
[DATA .. AC:IO,J()
SOAn, • 'EXPe2.3025861'EOATA'
57 ~~i~E- GOAT.,..' ".\
: "WRITE THE OJ.TA:IN lHE.,-.RRU TO' ArAE'
I
• 00 77 K .. I.NfLTR
1/RI}t(8. REC..NSTO)(AUD.I(). 10"'. NaLoli;)
HSTO .. NSTO+IOfS .
·CONTINUE.




N\.I'1 .. N\)H+(NfLTtit-I)./lSEG •
TYPE.,'1iO OF SPEECH PATA BLClClC:S PROCESSEO,'.KK
" TYPE•• 'TOTAL NO DF REO lR,I,NSFERREO,'.NSTl
ItRITE(6.3flU "
FtlRt1I.T(/.SX •. 'NO OF SPEECtt PATA,BLOCKS PROCESSEO','}
WRITECtl,.)kK -
llRIlEC6.312} '.
r:ORtIATU.5X.'TOTAL NO OF RECS TRANSf:EREO ,'} •











THIS·ROUTDlE READS 11£ 'PROCESSED PDP! 1)"08 DATA fROM DIRECT
ACCESS fILE AS' RECORD l.EHGT,ti SI2'l TRANSFORJ1S TO REAllAllLE
F"CJ.IUER DATA aL.~K Of 55 ~~ge ,ON .TO -:'tHE .MAGTAP~. ,.
FOR EACH .fOURIER DATA BtOClt
.. ~O THE DATA FROH THE DIREC'T ACCESS raE
.. flHD 11£ SCALE F""C;lOR &. CAL,.IBRATION FACTOR. •
10 fCURIER DATA" (PDP. OATA..C32767..:t2787»)/« le"SFW)ltC,l,\1)
.. ~ERSE THE BY.l!S IN 1HE BLOCK .\l0RD SIZE .
.. •WRITE fO THE TAPE
,REPEAT F\JR"N SLcx;ics ' ,
INPUTS' ~ ·fOl.RIER" BLOCll; SIZE (O.f'.... l k:l.
REC NO ON THE TAPE: llHEll;E DATA IS'TO DE lIRITTEN
(R.l~t.v"" r~D" F1RtA.D.DAT - PD~_l... p.....d by
F~~F~~~)~AHE FROM Ion-ERE PATA is TO BE RETRIEV£P.
co.rolllD . . -'
~ ~. DATA BLOCJI:S TO BE TRANSFERRED TO T)J>E
OUTpUT. fOURIER READ~E O.HA '~LOCKS WRITIEN ON 'HE ~,G TAPE
BYTE TEHP.BUF"C82(0)
.,ItfTtGER;DATA(4108).lCDATACll) _
... ~~EGER8U(;;.~: :~: :~~~S;~~T~~ ~~s. :~
1 CAli, I C. BLOClC cAl.ISRATOR IJORD to'
t~VALE~P~~A~~~l~,~~g~ALDAT" PTS. PER BLocK .)
REAl. ACTP"T(SI2),BOATACB)'







NLt1 a 1 lCSTtroIHING IlEC NO ,)




OPfN(~IUT-:,.,NAt'£.,.nREAD.DAT' ,ACCESS"'SEtlJENTIAL', TYPE.. '01.D''>
READU.to)!DUH.rPEC
'. .~~~~~ri~3~s RETRIEVED I'R~ 'PROCESS.OA~








REY~ ANO POS:ITICH THE TAPE TO \/RI~E THE PATA
BUSII '" CISlK..2>..e
NJ>TS '.. <BLKSIZ-C>12
riPE II, ~HPTS" •• N>lS






~~~:~~/:~:i.''RO~ TO'lIRITE TO TAPE' .1.1>
\lRITrCe.3B2)










"fa FIND THE SCALE F,I,CTOR IIOR..D' , .
FIND niE MAX VALUE IN THE DATA BLOCK a,·HX'THE SCALE FACTOR
OPENCl»In..e,NAHE.. 'PROCESS' ,ACCESS-'DIRECT' • STATUSoo'OLD'. .
I' RECQlOTypf.'FIXED'.• /"DRHoo'UtlFORI1ATTEO' ;RECL-5 12)




0016 l( .. I.NSEG , .
REAO(8..REC~!'1)(ACTDAT<·,JJ) •.hJ"I:~CJI()






:If (VAL. aT .AHXV)6OTO ee
:If (VAL.GT.AHNV)GOTO 68







:ISFAel - ':'1 ..]SFACT
:If'(VAL .6T .AKNV .»0.VA.L.Ll.AHXV)GOTO ee
G010 88. . , .'














• CONVERSI~ TO mEO POINT nUUER DATA
~~~8~E;';:~U~~~C1DAT(J,J)' • .J,;I, NIlLal)
0078 Ll" I.NBl..OK • ' .'
FLDAT"CACTOATCL.J..).FACT..FACT>/'F.LOATCCA\I).10 .••FLOA1 CSf'\I»





.. REvERSE, THE' Il.YTES 'Iii TI£ SLOOICWDRO SIZE
DO 13,"" 1,8LKSlZ.2
TEMP" 8lJf'1C)1 ,
IlLFCIC) - BUnj(.. ".












W~E niE FOURIER DATA' '~O 'Tt£ HAGTAPE
CAU. \/18KAGCIlUF.lllKSn)
NlJ'1 .. HUf1-'NSEG.""'lT~)
Nlt1 .. NUI'I+I .
TYPE_.'NO GF F!LTER,ctJTPUTS TRANS~EO,I;',J
CONTINUE
TYPE_, 'NO OF..aPE£CH OATA8L0Cll:5 TRANSf'ERRED",M
NLt1 - .NUH... 'NSEG-I ).NFLTR
NUl - NUf1-1
TYPE.,' OTAl NO OF R£CS TRANSfERED ",NUl
-~---;--c---,,-,.---ii~~C/~~~,~ Of SPEECH-DATA IllOCKS ·TRANSFERED ,')
WRITECe,.)HH .
WRIlECe, 512)' ..' ,
FORMATC/,6X.'»O OF R£CS TRAHSFEREo ,I)
WRIlEce. "!)NUI .'
CONTINUE
CLOSECUNrr"8) \. - •



















ir~iI::~~ClR X AND ''1 .&XIS .
CAl I lhoe .~ pl ..U I,. " ...._t.,.. _,..










K6[; .. 41CCOAAOSPOHDS TO NO c.' SPEEOt 10 PLOl>
..... III 100 OF POIKTS I"Oft IHTERP(U,lI )
L\l- ',," ~. laHCXJt[HT rem x AXIS) ,
.~:~.s:~:~~)
YH" '.SIOC6H1' or THE OWlEt'TEJO
YANlI" 271.' ((ANa.! P'CR y'SHUT)
.lAHI;" .278




















































































=~~M PLqTTER ~~.EASE .'. ,-
CAU.I'LDT$' •
;.uJ. ,....CTatCl./Df'ftl.D
YI .".pa _ I - 1.N8LDX.
Xl ··XI+PX








1>0 <488 X -1.1'l8LOK
00 681 ..J." I.NF'L1R-1
DO 68' II: .. 8.NP . •
IP'T .. 'HP.~",,"I»,":K .. I.IYS ."
POYT)." (AU, CoJ+l»-Aa~"»lFl.ot.TQP).no.&TCJ()+A(]:."'~COtlT1IIJ£ .
1>0 6iI,J .. I,m-
IF CP(J) .LE.I'tW(C.l"9CJ'TO.568
~-_P;:.IPi . .' ~ .:
·Y.:lM..,x-YDIS-n.ALT(,J)/J"'L.lU,TCCHf'l1R-I'...)
x - PfW(CoJ) .
IF (J.;T .rtS);crro .1
" tAU.. XYPlDlex. Y.. 3)
CAll XYPL01(X. y .. 2)
























DO e:z laC· l,tmIc.l
~ ~.e~OS'!.DIff.I8Y.~ANO.-1) .
. ~ ~CDXN.OSYI'D\l.y~".8"_CI3)" ,DO
DSY _ DSY~YSTEP
_.'C4l..L. ~/IlOl.CPXl...DYL.YH.~.YAtC .. NCtI.W.
I ..
: '.' ~ Tl£ BOlICWtIES ~ THE PLOT
.(
TY~'PL.£A,SE01ANlll: TH£pO,.F'lJl:~ a.ocQ,'

















! 187.. ~ "., ..'
";













T"rPD.'11OYt~ PEll TO Ttl: J'OSZT~ & oniR UIEl.' ~
. . R£AD('. I)JrLPtt \
':...1 .•.~~~(....U .
U CAl.PHOO.H[.· ');0 ,.0 2
II: - X-I
.•,,'"































I orm .. 8.8
]Mf'UTTt£P~
TYPE_,'OATA 'IS RETRIEVED f"ROtl'.OIlTHtII.OAT'
TYPE.,'INPUT ntE NO Of OiAJ'lt£l.S TO BE SET TO ZERO,'
ACCD"T••HZERO •
TYPE., 't TtE SCAu: FACTCR "
ACCEPT•• VAC'T
• TYPE". 'teLCI< s' .NBLOK




133 . FORMTC28,l,1) •
lYPE... 'ENTER'TITLL or 11£ 8LOCl'::'
.leaPTIS.. , (ISH8(K>. I(-I.?q>
fORXA,TC2eA1> ; '. •
TYPE". '1NPUT THE STARTING NO f'OA X AXIS'.'
ACCEPT.,NUtO: •
. TYPE•• 't FOR THE SPEECtI DATA BlOCK,' .~;
ACtEPT_.tfJttl; .~;'.;.;:
.. ... '. ... \ .
OPENCl,UT-1.H.yI£-'DWTHEII' ....ca:SS.. 'DIRECT·.Sl...~IOLO·.
I RECORDTYPE-'F"IXED' ,fORr'!"'UNfCRHATTED' .REa..eO .
READ THE DATA IN TO THE AARJ,Y
X2 .. Xl






HUH" N\l1'1 • NFlTR
TYPE... ·NFLTR ,':IC •
I'll ~ N3+1 .~~~;~~CIBI.OKtN'Wq :
:'~'(;E:.~~~~~~~~~;.~








FINO TIl[ LOG MAGNITUOE Of" TI£ VALW IN THE- ARP,AY
DO 58 Ie .. l,tltLTR










TO FI/'ll THE ~ALlJE'Of Tl£ OCT COEF-OF 'THE ARRAY
DO 229 10 .. 1.N8l..0K




1( 10 1 • •
SCK) .' C(1.41~2(36/FLOAT(NFLtR».SU'11)
• ::~ ~." 2,NfLlR '.':[ , ..: "' '..
~ftci1~.(~2~";L~~~~-l,., .)~OAT(~-l ).P~ ud. "fLOATCN"rLTR»'
XA .. ~OS(Tl1ETA) I










[ TO SET THE COt1PONEHTS TO ZERO FOR DATA REDUCTI:ON
I
,> .. -.
NSET .. NFLlR-tQERo+ I
DO 3a ID .. 1.N8LOK





: INVERSE DISCRETE COl TIU.~ORl1
00 32910 .. l.reLOK ..
DO ·349 11 - l,NfLTR
:X; ~ Cl.. /I.41.j2136)_ACIO.K) I i
SUM3 • 0. •


















. '~HE~Ai~i;~~;:~g~~~~~7~ .).fLOAT0:-1 ,.p I )/(2. "fLOATCNF,LTR»









fIND THE ARRAY fOR PLOTTING' . ".
· Con....... 1..'"' to II ....... "cal .. by laking tt,. Anll l0lit
· OQ.57 K.- I,NFLTR •





RUNNING SPECTRUM' PLOTTING ROUTiNE




· ~6'~'I" I,HBlD( .(
):1 - Xl ..OX
DO 200 '" .. I,NFL.TR
ACI.;.)·ACI.,J).SFACT"Xl,
~~~TR""" .




DO <400 I .. I,NOLa<
PO 50l ,J .. I.HflTR-1
00 50l Ie .. 0.NP
!PT .. (NP..(~1 ».-K''''..IY,S
P(IPT) .. ("CI. (..I.. ' »-ACI.JD/F'l:.DATCIf).Fl.OAT<K'+ACI.,J)·
CONTINJE •














If (,l.l;1 .ry~)SOTO ~al
.CA.U. XYPLOTCX.Y;3)
eel • CALL >\VPLQTU(. Y~2)
ell!) CONTINUE ~
IYs" IYS+IY






. fIXING UP THE 005 8. LABELLING TH,E: PLOYS
Y AXIS
t>SX .. X2






00 Cl2. 1(1( _ 1.NYTlC+1 ,
CAU. SYHBOLCOSX.DSY.[)t.8-I.ISV;YANG.-I)"
OSYI .. osv..e.4 v













XSTEP .. XPIS/FLOATC~) • '
DO 84 JJ .. I,NXTIC+l
C.I.l...l. sVK!ri..COSX.DSY.Ot+l. SX.XA.NG.-l)
g:::g~~:~ ".. i-)















CALL SYI1SOLCOXL.DYL. YH. ISMX.XlIKi.NQWl:)
CALLDUttP ..
MARKING THE .BOLtClARIES ~ THE.PLOT:












DO eo u. wi l,NSEQ
00 C8 KK" l,NBTI€+l' .
CALL SYHBOLCDSX.DSY,I>8H.:rsX,XANG.-l).
~~~~::::P.(M8TIC+I».\
·OTBNI .. OY8I'I-0.0 .'
DS8Xl .. DSX-eXSTEP/2.11) .




. PlaN .. ' DY8H-YS1Q'
~S"ffl8oL(OX8L.DYBL.YH.rSI18.XANG.Na-IA:R) .
CALL DUHP' . ,/
lABEl. THE DIAGRAM




















ROUTINE TO TEST THE ORTHOGONAL PROPERITY OF' THE"
DISCRETE COSINE· TRAtiSFORH '
. CONSTANT VALUE DECLARATION






00 10 ID • 1,_ Nc01P '.
A(lO.K):" f./(SQRT(FL~OT(NCOI"P»)
CONTINUE
DO 20 t1 "'I,N,COMP
DO 39 K .. 2.HCOHP .











TR~SPOSE lHIi: CO'~FICIENT I1ATRIX' j





·fORJ'1ATC/.5;'C,"TRANSPOSE'Of THE COEf. HATRIXI .K.ACID.K)· ...r> ,

































.\ oo·~ I '.. 1.N&!K' . ,
~~I~)"'-e'~eNCtH' 1,'1
DO ee It • I iffCOK> .
~cq:.J)-.e<I.J:)~A(IC.u)
wRtTEO.2'" .
. FORKlTC/;SX,'l)£~ OF Tt£ ItATRIX,·.1>
·ooszm-I.If'RIln· .
DO l52 K .. l.tKXlI'P
WRITE(e.22)ID.K.C(ID.K) . .
:60=8X·;8.6X.I8~.SX.Ia.GX.F~~.8) ~
-- END
......
:.: ..
-I 'I
-,
!
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